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Welcome to my “Complete SeoCustomer Guide 
2013 Q1 

This is my 6th version of the Complete SeoCustomer 

Guide.  

My hope is that I can show some tips and tricks 

about SEO, SEM, Social Media Traffic and Link 

Building. 

It has been a great year for SEO, Social Media Traffic 

and Link Building.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I hope you got all the other ones 

 “Complete SeoCustomer Guide 2011”  

 “Complete SeoCustomer Guide 2012 Q1”  

 “Complete SeoCustomer Guide 2012 Q2”  

 “Complete SeoCustomer Guide 2012 Q3” 

 “Complete SeoCustomer Guide 2012 Q4” 

 

Or else you can still download it at www.SeoCustomer.com. This book contains all the 

articles from the 1th quarter of 2013. Grab your cup of coffee - relax – sit back… go to the 
first article and enjoy  Remember to sign up to our new LinkedIn group and join the 

conversation. 

 

PS  - let’s stay connected... 

Facebook - http://www.facebook.com/SeoCustomer    

LinkedIn - http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=4499060&trk=hb_side_g 

Twitter - http://twitter.com/#!/HenrikSandbergJ 

Google+ - https://plus.google.com/u/0/me/posts 

 

As always – Love you all. Carpe Diem 

Henrik 

http://www.seocustomer.com/
http://www.facebook.com/SeoCustomer
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=4499060&trk=hb_side_g
http://twitter.com/#!/HenrikSandbergJ
https://plus.google.com/u/0/me/posts
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Using Twitter’s Recommendation Wall 
There are numerous social networks 

throughout the online world. For each of them, 

there is a different audience appeal and 

application. Every business must be able to 

understand the full capabilities of their social 

network and how to employ those abilities in 

order to generate a quality online presence. 

Amongst the social networks, Twitter is one of 

the most popular social sites for business use, 

mostly because of its open networking abilities. 

Anyone can find anyone else so they can see 

or listen to what they have to say. And while 

this social site has already gained great 

appreciation, there is one other beneficial tool 

that many users overlook. 

This often overlooked tool is your “favorite” 

function. Normally we would use this to simply 

save a clever quote, an important resource, or 

even a thread that is noted as something to 

remember. It proposes a simple job, to store 

what you enjoy, but there is another far more 

effective way to utilize this basic tool. 

When people visit your Twitter page, they see 

your stream along with a background, the 

groups you follow, and those who follow you. 

But, they also see your favorites which are 

commonly the things you pay the most 

attention to. So ask yourself: what is it that 

you pay attention to? Shouldn’t it include the 

positive things people say about you as well as 

trending topics? 

Consider that these favorites could be used as third-party testimonials. This is a great way 

to build a recommendation wall for your business. When people mention you or discuss you 

in topic, this is a great opportunity to capture a testimonial. Eventually, threads dissipate 

and old tweets disappear, but not if you favored them. Favoring the people that say 

something positive about you- be it an article, comment, product, service, or book. When 

your name appears, don’t just respond to it- save it as a testimonial. Another advantage is 

that you can later re-tweet it or share it on other social sites like Facebook or reference 

them in a blog. 

Twitter’s favorite function can basically be used as a testimonial resource, making it an 

excellent candidate for word of mouth marketing. When others talk about you, it’s stored on 

your wall to endorse your professionalism and capabilities. With Twitter’s open network, it is 

possible for anyone to see these recommendations, especially if someone is researching you 

for a future business prospect. You can let others speak for you because what they have to 

say tends to have far more influence than all the finessing you alone could manage. 

There are plenty of social networks out there where an open audience discusses the things 

that interest them. Along with these networks are tools that can be employed to accumulate 

testimonials on them. Always keep your eyes and ears open and be innovative when it 
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comes to utilizing these outlets. This opportunity shouldn’t be passed up, so put it to use 

today and start building your recommendation wall on Twitter. 

  

Author: Maria Elena Duron, is CEO (chief engagement officer) of buzz2bucks.com – a word 

of mouth marketing firm. She helps create conversation, connection, credibility, community 

and commerce around your brand. Maria Duron is co-founder  and moderator 

of #brandchat - a weekly Twitter chat focused on every aspect of branding that is 

recognized by Mashable as one the 15 Essential Twitter Chats for Social Media Marketers. 

  

  

http://facebook.com/mariaelenaduron
http://buzz2bucks.com/
http://buzz2bucks.com/
http://buzz2bucks.com/
http://brandchat.info/
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Top Tips to Generate High Volume Traffic at your 
Website 

Being search is a key requirement of every 

website and blog. Every website owner wants 

to generate high volume business web traffic 

on his or her website and use each and every 

tip to impress the targeted visitors. 

In this way, it is crucial to understand search 

engine dynamics to find the touch points of 

your esteemed customers. It will help you in 

bringing them at your website. There is simply 

no way other than better presentation, 

focused approach, and search engine 

optimization. 

You are required to keep your website updated 

with high quality search engine optimized 

contents to bring the online surfers at your 

website, but repeat visits are more important 

than initial ones. 

So, you should implement below given tips to drive stable and organic web traffic at your 

website. 

  

Stunning Tips to Drive Stable Organic Web Traffic at Your Web Site 

Update your Website with SEO friendly content, which should be relevant to your Meta 

description and page description. 

Don’t change the URL of your website in some haste. At first, try not to change the URL or 

follow Google’s procedure of URL changing to avoid the ignorance of Google towards your 

site with the URL. 

Using duplicate content is a crime, especially if you are targeting high search engine 

rankings. In case you like to mention the quote of a legend, then put the text in double 

commas. 

Albeit, the flash makes the websites beautiful, yet you should say goodbye to this 

technology for gaining top rankings. 

Always prefer high quality directories for the submission of your website. 

The robots.txt should not block the particular URL that should be opened for your visitors. 

Use intelligently created Meta keywords in your Meta description as well as in web content. 

Try to have high value links in your website. 

Always add a text link in the image and icon links on your website. 

Try to give something to your visitor, even if you are running an affiliate website. 

Don’t forget to include a site map on your website at the homepage. It helps the Google 

crawlers to scan the web pages properly. 

Link schemes can be risky for your website virtual reputation. 
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Add high quality search engine friendly contents in your website to convey the meaningful 

information to your customers. 

Always add page descriptions in your website. 

Install all search engine friendly tools on your website. 

Keep your search engine optimization strategy updated with recent search algorithms to get 

the best turnout. 

Keep the content headings crisp and catchy to grab the quick and lasting attention of your 

targeted customers. In this way, it is also necessary to post meaningful contents in your 

website. 

Take help of article marketing websites. 

You should write quality articles and publish on the reputed article sites such as 

ezinearticles.com 

Run a blog in support of your website. 

Publish meaningful articles on your blog to keep the reader interested in visiting your blog. 

Take help of social media platforms. 

Create impressive social media networking profiles in support of your website. 

Integrate all of your social media pages with your website. 

Always test the usability of your website links. 

Remove the dead links of your website. 

Update your Website with new age web management functionalities to ease the tough 

management tasks. 

By following all above bulleted tips on attracting visitors to your website, you will be able to 

seek the lasting interest of your targeted customers. Though, you should keep following 

these tips to increase your web traffic regularly. 

It has been seen that website owners stop their search engine optimization activities after 

achieving an optimum amount of web traffic to focus on the real business of website, but it 

is a self-destructive approach. 

Online surfers never come up with a website all of a sudden. A kind of wave touches each 

online surfer and the interested ones touched the wave back. This is the process of search 

engine optimization. 

Thus, you cannot get the ceaseless cyber traffic, if you are not maintaining the flow of 

search engine optimization activities. 

  

About Author -  Mike Swan is Internet Marketing Head at Markupcloud, a renowned company 
offeringPSD to Drupal theme conversion and PSD to Joomla conversion services. Author loves to 
discuss on latest trends of all types of Internet Marketing. 

  

  

http://www.markupcloud.com/services/psd-to-drupal
http://www.markupcloud.com/services/psd-to-joomla
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The State of Social Media 2012 
Let me show you this awesome Infographic fromThe SEO Company. 

Just click the image and see it larger. PS See it larger at 

www.SeoCustomer.com. 

 

Enjoy. Henrik 

  

http://www.seoco.co.uk/social-media/
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How to Rock Your 
Website and Get 
Traffic Now – step 
by step 
I just made this Infographic to give 

you all a step by step guide how to 

rock your website. You are all 

welcome to put this Infographic on 

your site as long as you link back to 

SeoCustomer.com – I love to get 

backlinks too. 

All the best to you. 

See it larger at 

www.SeoCustomer.com. 

Henrik 
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Tips to Gear Up for SEO Changes in 2013 
The technology-driven 

marketing world is changing 

rapidly and your Search Engine 

Optimization (SEO) campaign is 

definitely inextricable linked 

with this change. 2013 

promises to be a revolutionary 

year for SEO marketing 

primarily triggered by Google’s 

slew of updates during the 

latter half of 2012. 

Given below are the top SEO 

transformations expected in 

2013 along with suggested 

methods to deal with them. 

  

 

  

  

1) Prepare For A More Competitive Ratings Environment  

2013 is slated to witness harsher competition between entities to wrest the best ratings in 

search engines, especially in Google’s. Thus it is imperative that you take necessary steps to 

ensure the best possible SEO ratings for your content, mostly along the ensuing lines: 

a)      Conduct a thorough overhaul of your website and online pages; you may – for 

instance – change the colors and the layout to attract more visibility. 

b)      Revamp your basic website and URL frameworks. 

c)       Content is king therefore you must feature top-notch content that is engaging, one-

of-a-kind, and grammatically flawless. 

d)      Have distinctive page headings that catch the eye. 

e)      Make better use of description and heading tags. 

f)       Offer enhanced navigation and linking mechanism to your visitors. 

g)      Ensure that you use robots and crawlers effectively. 

h)      Pay closer attention to pictures and videos embedded in your pages. 

i)        Give special focus to mobile users – an important user category – by ensuing proper 

submissions and infrastructure. 

j)        Ascertain optimized marketing and publicity through broad-based marketing. 

k)      Remember to utilize webmaster resources for heightened effect. 

  

2) Plan For A Surge In Mobile Device Use  

As hinted upon earlier, a remarkable number of users currently use and are expected to use 
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their mobile devices in 2013 to access online resources. So a prudent SEO campaign 

demands that you gear up for this boost by: 

a)      Constituting specialized mobile pages with great care. 

b)      Providing complete name, address, and contact data in your mobile pages. 

c)       Developing sought-after mobile applications for the users’ benefit. 

d)      Hosting social networking links in your mobile pages. 

e)      Embellishing your mobile content with videos. 

f)       Featuring offers, schemes, and discounts to attract potential buyers. 

g)      Featuring advertisements and images pertaining to your e-commerce store for better 

visibility. 

  

3) Be Ready For Increased Social Networking   

The social networking craze simply refuses to ebb, growing exponentially every day. You can 

make your SEO campaign successfully ride the crest of this phenomenon in 2013 by: 

a)      Fostering a more vibrant social media community. 

b)      Inviting sanguine feedback and testimonials from customers and then disseminating 

this positivity across various online platforms. 

c)       Making your customer Redressal system more robust and thus boosting your 

reputation. 

d)      Using viral marketing to trigger increased visitor footfalls thereby engendering greater 

brand recall. 

  

4) Arrange To Provide Comprehensive Local Information   

Search engines and customers, nowadays, are hardwired to prioritize entities who furnish 

comprehensive local data – and this trend will continue in 2013. Hence you ought to offer 

detailed information about: 

a)      All segments of your enterprise 

b)      Pictures and movie clips explaining your products or services 

c)       Updated operating policies. 

d)      Business hours and locations. 

e)      Personnel in your venture and, if possible, management profile. 

f)       Updated links, affiliations, and URLs. 

g)      Enhanced Local Map information. 

You must ensure that there are no information anomalies for maximum impact. You would 

also do well to evaluate your business listings from time to time. 

  

5) Prepare For Enhanced Costs  

SEO costs are anticipated to increase dramatically in 2013. This is primarily as a result of 

providing more professional online content as also greater expenses towards copywriting 
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and linking operations. Moreover, employee and retention costs are also slated to rise. Thus 

it is essential to practice cost reduction intensively and have a robust internal check system 

in place to check wastages. 

The above tips should see your SEO campaign safely through 2013! 

  

Michael Rae, a freelance writer for www.firsthomealarm.com – offers full home security to 

help protect your family, assets from burglary and other crimes. www.firsthomealarm.com 

The imagine is from http://www.freedigitalphotos.net/. 

  

  

http://www.firsthomealarm.com/
http://www.freedigitalphotos.net/
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How to Increase the Number of Twitter 
Followers in a Short Time 

Getting a whole bunch of new 

followers in a short space of 

time is no easy task. If the 

answer were simply lying 

around online then the whole 

world would be using it right 

now. 

So, before you read on you 

should really temper your 

expectations as to what you’re 

going to gain from this article, 

as we do not promise you the 

world and all its gold as other 

articles may do. 

This article offers you ways of 

increasing your Twitter followers 

by means that are possible to 

implement instantly. This article 

does not offer advice that will 

take you months of work for 

very little return. 

  

Pay for followers 

The shortest way to a destination is a straight line, so consider paying for your followers. It 

is the most efficient way to increase your followers in a short space of time. 

  

Advertise 

Advertising works and will get you a lot of followers in a short space of time. All you need to 

do is advertise your profile of things in it. This is a way in which you can increase the 

number of your fellows in the short space of time. 

The only downside is that soon you will only increase followers to through the duration of the 

advertising campaign. It is still however of a fast means of getting new followers. 

  

Hire writers 

One way of getting more followers is to hire a team of writers and have them write your 

Twitter posts for you. A better idea however is to have them all make their own twitter 

profiles and gain followers over a period of time. 

Then all they need to do is direct them into your Twitter profile. Your staff needs to simply 

write about how great your Twitter profile is and how great your most current posts are, and 

their followers will move over to your Twitter profile and follow you instead. 
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Tell lots of lies 

If you tell lots of lies then you will gain some attention from the people who think you’re 

being sincere. 

If your lies are grandiose enough then they may gain the attention of other people who are 

interested in finding out if what you’re saying is true or not.  You will also gain the attention 

of the friends of the people who start following you. 

You will gain the attention of your current followers friends, which is especially true if they 

use some means of sharing the things you say, such as via the retweet function. 

Preview your tweets on other social media and kick up a big fuss about them 

You can do this by being controversial. You can claim that your newest Tweet is going to rock 

the world with its content, and you can preview a bit of it on other social media to show 

people how ground shaking it is. 

Whatever method you choose is up to you, just so long as you kick up a fuss about your 

Tweet on your other social media sites. It is up to you to gain as much attention to the 

Twitter posting as possible. 

The more fuss you kick up - the more likely that people are going to go and look at it. 

  

Actively promote your efforts 

Be shameless if you have to be. Spend a full day promoting your Tweets and Twitter profile. 

There is nothing more powerful than simply concentrating your energy on one single task. 

Spend the entire day on Twitter getting to know people and convincing them to join you. 

Go to online forums and brag about your twitter posting and encourage people to go and 

have a look at it. 

Submit comments about your Twitter profile on the comment section of articles and blog 

posts. Give out your Twitter handle and tell people to come and have a look at you. 

Concentrated and ruthless self-promotion online is free and the more you do it then the 

better you get at it. You will find that you discover the best places to brag about your Twitter 

profile. 

You will find good places to spread your message, where the other users are responsive and 

supportive (if you are lucky). You will also learn new things to say to people to get them to 

look at your Twitter profile. 

  

Learn what to say 

Taking the reins from the previous paragraph, you will soon discover that the more you self 

promote yourself, the better you will become at it. 

Imagine you are a sales person in a shop and every day you learn something new about how 

to sell your products, after a few years you would be an expert. The same happens online 

when you self promote yourself. 

You soon discover the things that you can say in forums, and on comment sections, and on 

other social media–that will get you the attention you crave. You soon learn what signals to 

look for in others and you come up with replies to questions you have already heard in the 

past. 
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You discover that you come up with a whole catalog of potential responses for potential 

questions and comments; so that you can fire them off as-and-when you need them. 

  

Author bio: Korah Morrison, writer on essay writing services that help students to write 

essays, course works and . She writes about seo, blogging, social media, internet marketing 

and other tips. 

  

  

  

http://www.essaywritingservices.com/
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Master Guide to Making the Most out of an SEO 
Campaign 

Most of the present-day 

SEO (Search Engine 

Optimization) professionals 

agree to the fact that the 

sole aim of optimizing any 

given website is simply not 

just accomplishing top 

search engine rankings, but 

something more than that. 

  

Don’t Start Worrying About 

Improving SERP Directly 

In fact, it is not recommended 

to focus on this particular 

aspect when you really don’t 

comprehend what you should 

do at a time when your website 

gets a substantial flow of traffic. 

Before employing SEO tactics, it is advisable to first recognize the fundamental targets of 

the website, and the main purpose it has to provide to the targeted consumers. And, then 

pounce upon setting any SEO targets and achieve them in a timely manner. 

  

Set Realistic Targets 

Such vital concerns have to be 

precisely handled while framing 

realistic SEO targets. In case 

you fail to accomplish the 

targets, then your Search 

Engine Optimization strategy 

could fall apart, and result in a 

big letdown. 

It is essential to remain up-to-

date with latest SEO trends, 

and set feasible targets than to 

be in a state of confusion, 

having only half of the 

information, and setting up 

very high goals that are not 

practical achievable. 

So, any SEO professional 

should clearly comprehend the 

target audience well in advance, and identify what they need to accomplish once the target 

traffic starts flowing on to the website. 
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Fix the Aim and Zero-in on Target Audience 

In case, you are purchasing, or selling any product, then certainly you may want your target 

visitors to get through the general offerings you are providing, or in case it is an informative 

site then you may wish your visitors to register so that emails or newsletters could be 

delivered to them on a regular basis. 

As a matter of fact, there are many sites that are simply targeted at the audience inspecting 

the ads publicized on the sidebar of the websites, and obtain a new subscriber to their 

newsletter. It’s possible to monetize an informative website through CPA (cost per action) 

ads, and contextual ads such as Google Adsense, but the basic requirement is to drive a 

good amount of targeted traffic. 

If all the above mentioned aspects are not taken into consideration, you might probably end 

up in simply wasting your valuable time, money, and resources, and clearly not obtain the 

anticipated search engine ranking, and eventually lose all the previously available traffic to 

your site as well. 

SEO professionals need to prepare a perfect strategy in order to drive consumers to their 

targeted websites, and should have well-defined goals on what their visitors should ideally 

do after they arrive on their website. 

On the whole, SEO (Search Engine Optimization) will be regarded as a success only if it 

works out well as expected, provided that the optimizers know how they need to channelize, 

and make full utilization of the audience traffic that they obtain to the respective websites. 

The web designers and SEO specialists who dedicate time on conversing about the main 

objective of your website, and introducing appropriate additional constituents into your 

website general design, and operation are really worth hiring. 

 

  

Haste makes Waste! 

Don’t ever try to get hasty in 

developing a business website 

without doing your groundwork 

on website designing, and its 

operations. Before starting 

your SEO campaign, you 

should be certain about the 

general purpose and its major 

objectives. 

In addition, you also need to 

be familiar with the common 

tactics that could probably aid 

to achieve all those pre-

determined goals. All those 

individuals who are not familiar 

with the basic SEO concepts 

could obtain assistance from the SEO professionals in order to formulate realistic SEO 

targets that could be achieved within a realistic time frame. 
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Author Bio – Jolie an SEO professional who provides link building services to client across 

the globe. She often writes handy SEO guides to help new business owners make the most 

out of their SEO campaigns. 
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4 Ways to Manage Your Company’s Reputation 
Online 

The internet can help you 

share useful information and 

at the same time this same 

medium can be used to 

spread negative publicity. 

When you start your company, 

there will come a time when 

you will have to face an 

aggrieved customer. This 

particular customer can spread 

vile information about your 

company online. 

Various management 

consultants refuse to accept the 

full potential of social media, 

but this attitude is wrong. The 

sooner you stop these negative talks, the better it is for you. 

Here are four tips that your company’s reputation management service should keep in mind. 

 

Keep A Check On Negative and Positive publicity 

You should keep a look out for the kind of reputation that your company is getting. When 

you notice conversation about your company on forums and others, follow it closely. Be 

prepared to respond and appease the customer if you find that they are dissatisfied. 

Enter the conversation at the correct time and offer a solution to repair and curb the 

damage c. Apologize publicly and offer terms to appease the customer. Publish an apology 

on all your web pages regarding the issue so that everybody knows what the company’s 

stand is. 

 

Make Your Company’s Statement Clear 

When you see that there is a negative conversation about your company instead of staying 

aloof and seeing how things unfold, step in. Explain to the customer what went wrong. Get 

involved in the thread and try to explain clearly. Avoid becoming aggressive. Update all your 

online channels, like the official website and blogs and clearly define what had happened. 

Make sure that your official statement on the issue can be clearly found on the internet. 

 

Avoid Being Defensive 

When you are interacting with your customers online, do not become defensive. Do not ever 

deny what has happened. This will further irritate the customer. It is alright if the customer 

has a different opinion, and it doesn’t mean that they are wrong. When you are defensive on 

the internet you place your company in a bad position. This will end up showing that you do 

not care about your aggrieved customers and further damage your reputation. Admit your 

mistake and try to amend it. 

http://www.seomcompany.com/reputation-management
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Compensate 

When something doesn’t go well with the customer, accept your fault, apologize for it and 

compensate. It is not possible to be in the good books of the customer always, but it always 

easy to take responsibility for the mistake and compensate the customer for the hassle. If 

you readily compensate a customer, you will see that the customer will become a loyal 

customer of your brand and will remember the compensation more than the trouble he had 

to go through. 

You never have any control over how your company will be perceived. However, if you know 

how to manage your company’s reputation online, the search engine marketing company will 

ensure your company a good ranking. 

  

Author – this article is written by Brenda Lyttle 

  

  

  

http://www.seomcompany.com/
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Red, Green and Blue: Why Colors Matter on Your 
Website 

Colors can alter the mood of 

a person, dictate feelings or 

even influence a person to 

purchase a product. One 

can say that color is a 

powerful tool when it comes 

to design. 

With the emergence of new 

technologies and the impact of 

websites, the power of color 

can be applied even to web 

design. Choosing the right 

color scheme for your website 

can help in driving traffic and 

even to influence your readers 

to take action, especially for 

profit-oriented websites. 

Here are some insights on color 

and its usage in web design: 

  

Light versus dark 

A light color scheme is often 

used by females with personal blogs because it evokes a feeling of lightness and a touch of 

femininity, especially when pastels are thrown into the mix. 

A dark color scheme is not so popular when it comes to blogging because it makes text 

harder to read, but it has its uses in mainstream websites. 

Some official websites by individuals make use of such, usually following the scheme in 

cover and album art for musicians, or movie posters for films. 

  

White or black backgrounds 

White backgrounds are generally used all throughout the Internet. It serves as a great base 

for e-commerce websites because items are easier to view as opposed to choosing such with 

a dark background. 

On the other hand, black backgrounds are often used for websites and forums that are 

masculine in nature. Most videogame-related websites make use of black backgrounds. 

  

Gender generalizations 

With regard to gender, it is hard to generalize which color would appeal to each. There is a 

common notion that women love pink, but there are actually a number of them who hate the 

color with a passion. 

A good way to determine which colors are a hit with each gender are the fashion trends of 
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the season. 

What people are wearing can translate to what the colors actually appeal to them. 

  

Let’s talk business 

For corporate sites, it is best to choose a color or two from the company logo. Some 

companies even have official color schemes, and that should be used in the company 

website as well. It adds a touch of professionalism to the website. 

In the same way, portfolio sites should choose colors that reflect the personal style of the 

owner’s projects so that prospective clients can decide early on whether the kind of work 

would be what he can expect from the designer. 

Those with businesses should be very careful with the use of colors, since some people have 

negative connotations with some shades and they might turn people off. Neutral colors with 

hints of accents are your best bets. 

The color choices that you employ to your website can make or break the purpose of having 

one. 

Make sure that the hues and shades that you choose are in line with the content you want to 

have on your website, in order to achieve what you want. 

Also keep in mind that colors can have so many meanings, not just in social conventions but 

even psychology-wise, so be careful in adding splashes of colors on your website. 

  

Erik Gaandt is a freelance tech writer and SEO enthusiast. He understands the importance of 

SEO best practices and he enjoys sharing his insights on various marketing blogs. 

WhoIsHostingThis is a review service that focuses on the performance of various web hosts. 
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3 Ways to Pro-actively Promote Your Brand 
In the past, protecting the 

reputation of your business 

simply meant keeping the 

customer happy. 

Unfortunately, those days are 

long gone. Today we live in an 

increasingly “virtual” world. We 

rely on our Smartphones and 

mobile devices to direct us 

towards reliable companies 

before we make a purchase. 

This means that a single 

negative review can do serious 

damage to your business. 

It’s important to stay a few 

steps ahead when it comes to 

protecting your image and the 

image of your company. Ben Franklin was once quoted as saying, “An ounce of prevention is 

worth a pound of cure”. 

When it comes to managing your online reputation, it’s far easier to prevent negative press 

than to undo it. 

Read on for three ways to pro-actively protect the online reputation of your business – you’d 

be wise to put in the effort! 

  

1.  Buy your brand domain name and several variations 

The first step to ensuring a flawless online image is to make sure you’re in control of your 

own brand. If you haven’t already, it’s a good idea to buy yourname.com and several 

modifications of the original. For example: yournamenews.com and yournamereviews.com. 

This prevents anyone with sinister intentions from taking those sites and using it to drive 

traffic away from your business; or, even worse, to bash your product or services. 

While this might sound unthinkable, you’d be surprised how nasty competitors or dissatisfied 

clients can be. Additionally, you can use these “sister sites” to create more content that links 

back to your main brand homepage. 

When it comes to increasing search traffic on Google, owning the variations of the original 

domain name can be a valuable SEO tool. 

  

2.  Monitor Yelp and local review sites for customer feedback 

It’s always a good idea to keep an eye on what customers have to say about your business 

on Yelp. 

Not only for reputation management purposes but also because it can help you improve your 

offerings and appeal to your customers better down the line. 

Some SEO-savvy organizations use Yelp as a way to communicate with customers and gain 

valuable insights into their own services. 
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Without formally surveying customers, you can essentially look for any commonalities 

among Yelp reviews, and make adjustments to your product accordingly. 

  

3.  Look out for negative reviews 

No matter how hard you try, there’s always someone out there who wants to drag your 

name through the mud. Whether they attack you on a more personal level, or bash your 

brand, it’s unpleasant either way. 

Keep an eye out for negative press by searching your company on Ripoff Report, scam.com, 

and other complaint sites. If you happen to stumble across a negative review, don’t panic. 

Contact the dissatisfied client and see if you can help. 

This just comes back to basic customer service. If you feel like the issue has been addressed, 

you can ask them to take down the review. 

The less time negative comments related to your brand spend on the Internet, the better it 

is for your online reputation as a whole. 

Of course, you can’t expect to silence every naysayer, but with these three tips in mind, you 

can effectively monitor your brand’s online reputation and pro-actively promote business. 

  

About the Author – Brian Patterson is a Marketing Analyst with Online Trading Academy, 

a day trading education firm with 33 locations spread internationally. 

  

 

 

  

http://www.tradingacademy.com/
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10 Steps to an Epic Blogger Outreach Campaign 
In the digital race to the top 

of the SEO ladder, what are 

you doing to make sure your 

blog doesn’t lag behind and 

become covered in dust? 

Today there are almost 40 

million bloggers in the U.S. and 

unfortunately, creativity and 

genuine writing skill are no 

longer enough. In order to 

market and keep your blog 

ahead of the game, blogger 

outreach should be one of your 

biggest focuses. 

Blogger outreach is the process 

of connecting with other 

bloggers in an effort to 

establish a collaborative 

marketing bond, publish a guest post or two to push a piece of content on their site. 

Before you can even begin your outreach campaign, you have to do the most time 

consuming part—research who to pitch to. Here is what needs to be determined before 

launching the campaign: 

Has the site even taken guest posts? 

What is their domain authority? 

Do they have a lot of social media followers? 

What is their email address? 

What is the voice of the site? 

The research can be made easier with blogger outreach tools like GroupHigh. GroupHigh is a 

custom search engine that filters out dead blogs and puts blog metrics, social media 

statistics, contact information and other useful categories in a spreadsheet. It saves hours of 

any blogger outreach campaign. 

Once you’ve filtered out and made a list of who you want to contact you are ready to go 

through the 10 steps of an epic blogger outreach campaign. 

Step 1: Narrow down your topic and content into one clear and concise mission 

statement for your campaign. Write it down somewhere where you will see it often 

throughout your entire blogger outreach process. It’s good to stay centered and on track. 

Step 2: Craft the body of your pitch. Keep it short and sweet since successful bloggers 

get a lot of requests for guest posting and pushing content. State what you are offering and 

why it’s unique and worthy of space on their blog. 

Step 3: Craft a custom “lead” and conclusion for each individual contact. Bloggers 

know a cookie cutter pitch when they see one. Read a few posts on their blog to get a feel 

for the tone and what they are looking for. 

Step 4: Edit your pitch. Nothing turns a blogger off more than typos and an unorganized 

pitch— it’s supposed to convey your writing style and skills. 

http://www.grouphigh.com/
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Step 5: Come up with something better to write in the subject line then “guest 

post.” You need to make your email stand out. 

Step 6: Create a spreadsheet of everyone that you pitched in making sure to leave 

categories open for the ones that accept your post so that you can track how well 

it does. 

Step 7: Engage in the social media of the bloggers with whom you are reaching out 

to. This will make them realize that you can offer collaborative social media efforts and that 

you are savvy. 

Step 8: After you send your pitch follow up with a tweet that you sent them an 

email. This lessens the chances of your pitch getting lost in the mix. 

Step 9: If it’s been a few days and you haven’t heard anything, give it one last 

attempt. Send a simple follow up email asking if they have any questions about you or the 

content you want to write or push. If you still don’t hear back, you have to give up. 

Step 10: Be patient and wait. Sometimes it takes bloggers a while to respond. But if 

you’ve crafted a good pitch and you have a good idea, you are going to hear back from a lot 

of them. The patience will also come in handy when waiting to see the results of your 

campaign. 

Speaking of results, make sure you keep track of every post. It’s good to know which sites 

bring you the most traffic. You can mimic the type of post for other sites and offer to write 

for them again. 

This should go without saying, but make sure the content is original. Duplicate content will 

not only anger the blogger but it can also irk Google and harm your page rank. 

 

Author Bio: Kristen Matthews is a freelance writer and content marketer based out of 

Boulder Colorado. She loves to write and enjoy life through travel, good food, creativity and 

interesting people. Contact her for any writing requests at KristenMarie22@msn.com. 
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Link Building Guide for eCommerce – Seven 
Important Factors for Building Links in 2013 

You probably already know 

that eCommerce or 

anything Internet Marketing 

related is not a static 

atmosphere. The practice of 

getting links to your 

website is as old as the 

internet itself, but the way 

in which you acquire those 

links has changed 

dramatically.  

Throughout this upcoming year 

webmasters need to come to 

the realization that obtaining 

links in what was fashionable 

not to long ago is putting their 

sites, or client sites in major 

jeopardy when it comes to 

ranking with Google. The 

methods are different now than they were before, and below are specific strategies that 

should help to achieve the desired results of top rankings. 

The good news when it comes to effective link building in today’s ultra competitive SEO 

environment; is that less equals more, and quality beats out quantity. Implementing these 

specific steps can produce more stable results over the long term. 

Here’s how to approach link building in 2013 and how to get the most effective use out of 

linking to your site, let’s take it point by point. 

1. (Primary Keyword Anchor Text) – Number one is big, so we will spend the most time 

on this. First and foremost one of the most important factors to consider is the amount of 

exact match keywords that you are linking back to your website. For proactive linking 

campaigns varying your anchor text is crucial. Obviously you don’t have control of how 

others will ultimately link back to your site, but that is simply a bonus above and beyond 

what you are trying to do for yourself. 

As with anything back link related there are no exact hard and fast numbers, but a 

maximum of 5% should be considered for primary keyword anchor text. Post Panda and 

ongoing Penguin updates make anything more than this a dangerous exercise. Don’t just 

assume the max on this, however a strategy of somewhere between 1% and 5% is 

appropriate. 

2. (LSI Anchor Text Keywords) – These also include other qualifier keyword phrases and 

of course many of the long-tail types of keywords as well. A robust variation of these should 

be in the range of approximately 30%. The important rule for this is the more you can mix it 

up the better. Basically, it should be difficult to run out of these variations if you drill deep 

into your keyword research. 

3. (Brand or Domain Name Linking) – This follows the rules for natural linking more than 

anything else. When someone naturally links to a website they typically link to a URL rather 

than take the time to make a keyword tagged link. This should be almost half of your 
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inbound links, around 40%. Building links that include just your domain name is the way to 

approach this. Examples include (http://www.yourdomain.com), (www.yourdomain.com) , 

or (yourdomain.com). 

4. (Generic or Universal Keyword Phrases) – Once again this totally follows a natural 

linking pattern. 

 

Are you starting to see a trend here? 

Universal phrases like, “click here” or “click for more information”, are words and phrases 

that your typical web surfers will use when they find something useful to link to. Using about 

25% or so should be a good number as part of an overall approach. 

Again these numbers are not static they simply represent a good number as a baseline. 

Studying your competition in the search engine results will reveal what adjustments should 

be made to rank highly in the search results. 

Now that we’ve talked about what needs to be done as far as keywords and phrases as it 

pertains to links, the next question is where to put them. The key to knowing what will work 

best may not always be the simplest. 

Essentially, if it’s really easy to get a back link from another website (i.e.) article marketing, 

blog commenting, link building schemes etc. Then consider your site DOA with Google. I 

know that sounds harsh but you are playing a dangerous game that you are most likely 

going to lose. It may take them a while to see what you are up to, but eventually they will, 

and then say goodbye to your rankings. It’s just a matter of time. 

Earning links rather than building links are what the top SEO pros are going to be focusing 

on in 2013 to achieve and maintain rankings for sites. 

 

5. (Natural Cross Promotion and Partnerships) – The theme of getting natural links is 

the underlying key to success in 2013. When you are involved in a particular market, 

developing friendly partnerships with related companies is a natural process. Sharing links in 

various pieces of content that is exchanged between sites is a natural way of getting links. 

This obviously will require that you do some outreach to these types of companies and sites, 

but the benefits are major. You position your website as a resource that other companies can 

link to, and become a resource for them. This strategy can take some time but is well worth 

it. 

6. (Offer Original Content to Closely Related Websites) – Getting to know who the 

other players are in your market can be advantageous to your rankings. Offering them high 

quality content in exchange for placing a link back to your site is a simple and still effective 

method. The important key is that it must be a readership destination, not an article 

directory or mishmash blog of everything under the sun. 

7. (Actively Participate in Forums) – Becoming an expert, or great resource for people 

on forums can motivate them into linking to your site. This is different because rather than 

say having a signature link that ends up showing up site wide on every post you make, it 

might be more like a public request asking that people link to your site if they find your 

postings useful to gain even more information. 

Using a natural approach to link building in 2013 should give you the best results for 

achieving the highest possible rankings. Other factors still play a role in site rankings, but 

linking to sites is still very much a part of the overall equation and algorithms. “Earning links” 

should now be the catch phrase, as “Building links” has now become a dirty word in 2013, 
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for now! 

  

Author’s biography - Ben Sawyer is an Internet marketer for more than 5 years. Currently 

he is a SEO strategist for Paramold eCommerce website. Here Ben shared his tips about link 

building for eCommerce websites.  

  

  

  

http://www.paramold.com/
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4 Ways in Which Web Development Provides an 
Edge to Your Business 

The scope of web 

development is gradually 

improving owing to the 

surge in newer technologies. 

With the increasing level of 

competition, creating a 

niche in the market has 

indeed become a tough task. 

The internet is indeed a great 

solution to project the 

advantages that customers can 

get by opting for your services. 

It has been researched that the 

success and sales of a business 

depend on its web presence to 

a great extent. 

This is where the services of a 

web development company can 

be so instrumental.  Let us reveal some more advantages that you can reap by resorting to 

the help of a web development company. 

User friendly service – The user friendliness of a website plays a pivotal role in boosting the 

sales of the business. 

An experienced and reputed web development company will help in improving the user 

interface of your website thereby helping your customers to locate things quite easily. 

Moreover they can also help you to find a good domain name so that your website gets a 

good recognition. However, if you have certain names in mind, an expert developer can still 

help you choose the best. 

Effective Web Design – A developer will also help in providing the best design for your 

website. 

They will add new images and videos to make the website look more attractive and 

interactive. They would also construct proper contents that would help your client to get a 

fair idea on the products that you deal with. 

New business enterprises should focus on improving the quality of their content because 

customers these days go through the content of a website in details before opting for the 

services. 

Enables accessibility via phone – Besides the computer, people nowadays access the internet 

with their mobile phones. 

Web development professionals use HTML 5 technology that enables a site to be accessed 

via a cell phone. 

Customers won’t spare much of their time to try and access your website, if there is a 

problem they would simply move on. So you need to make sure that your website is 

properly optimized to provide an uninterrupted service. 

Enables accessibility via slow internet connections – Websites that have heavy files and 
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graphics take a lot of time to load over slow internet connections. 

However with the help of a good web developer you will be able to construct a website that 

will load easily even with a slow connection. 

Moreover they will also construct the website in such way that you will be able to place all 

your offers and notifications in effective locations. 

These are some of the ways in which your website can benefit from the services of the web 

developers. 

However, you need to make a thorough research in order to find a good web developer. Try 

to find one that has a good amount of experience. In this immense competitive market you 

cannot afford to commit mistakes. 

That might just mar your online reputation and provide an edge top your rivals. 

  

Author bio - Myke Thomas is an amazing writer and mainly known for his remarkable 

columns on numerous professional website builder relevant issues. 

  

 

  

http://www.mojonotion.com/web-builder.html
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Basic Social Media Habits Entrepreneurs Should 
Develop 

In today’s highly 

technological era, 

entrepreneurs are not only 

limited to handing out flyers 

to in order market and 

advertise their 

products. Thanks to internet 

tools we know as social 

media, businessmen now 

save a lot of time and effort 

and still get the company 

exposure they need without 

having to leave the office. 

But like every marketing 

strategy, there are rules to 

follow and habits to cultivate. If 

you wish to harness the power 

of social media for your 

business success, make sure 

you develop and stick to the following habits: 

  

Build relationships 

Unlike print media, social media gives the entrepreneur a chance to talk with his or her 

customers and hear feedback from them. 

One habit you should cultivate is building relationships with your prospects. The goal is to 

talk withthem rather than talk to them. 

Be more like a friend than an aggressive salesperson. In no time, you will gain more 

followers or fans, and eventually turn them into satisfied customers. 

  

Be truthful 

No one ever likes to be deceived. In your social media campaigns, grab your readers’ 

attention by telling the truth. 

When you write articles about your product in your business blog, base it on your knowledge 

and experience with the product. 

Don’t exaggerate or write things that are not actually true. Being truthful will build your 

credibility and will, in turn, invite more interested customers. 

Remember, it only takes one dissatisfied customer to bring your business down. 

  

Inform 

Customers no longer have to go very far when they go shopping. 

Use your social media networks to promote huge discounts, special packages, events, 
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bargains or services. 

It can help you increase your company’s trustworthiness and generate traffic to your site. 

Entrepreneurs can use this especially during holidays or special seasons. 

  

Respond 

Social media networking sites such as Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Pinterest makes 

communication easy – and fast. 

Providing immediate feedback to questions, comments and posts are a huge plus to your 

audience. 

Remember, prospects who ask are those who are interested in your product – a timely reply 

can hasten the purchase. 

  

Provide assistance 

To make your business grow, one thing you should prioritize is customer service. 

Harness the power of social media to provide customer assistance. 

Instead of asking them to call or visit your establishment, a comment, tweet, or post will be 

enough to provide them with the information they need to know. 

Have you been doing these lately? What other social media habits do you suggest? 

  

About the author: Melissa Page is a passionate writer and social media contributor who 

works with My Life, a site that helps you manage your social networking profiles and other 

communications. When she’s not busy writing, she’s playing bowling with friends. 

  

  

http://www.mylife.com/
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How to Use Google Analytics to Find Longtail 
Keywords 

Google Analytics is perhaps 

one of the most ideal 

assessment tools for 

startups, who wish to make 

it big in the online 

marketing realm and appear 

as a challenging competitor 

to its rivals. 

The records, metrics and the 

array of valuable information 

the analytics provide can truly 

improve the performance of a 

website. 

Apart from the information on 

the number of page views, 

traffic, and others, Google 

Analytics also provides precious 

information on the Keywords, 

which when tracked and implemented efficiently can bring about beneficial results. 

So before we proceed further, let’s just see briefly about keywords, and what they mean in 

SEO. 

  

A Quick Introduction to Keywords 

In SEO, keywords are of two types – Longtail & Head Terms. 

  

Head Terms 

These are non-specific keywords, which the users type in to get generic results. For instance, 

a user looking for a laptop will reach in his search engine by directly keying in the term 

‘laptop’. This is more open and throws in a number of options to the users. 

  

Longtail 

Longtail keywords are search terms that contain a tiny phrase of about 3 to 5 words. 

These are specific in nature and help the users to refine their search results and get closer to 

what they are looking for. 

In the same example as above, a user who is specific about his requirements will type 

‘Laptops under $500’ in his search engine. The phrase ‘Laptops below $500’ is termed as 

longtail keywords. 

  

Perks of using longtail keywords 

ü  They are less competitive, since they are specific 
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ü  They constitute about 70% of the web traffic 

ü  They produce higher conversion rates, because the user knows what he wants 

Now that we know the importance of longtail keywords for our website and content, it’s time 

to capitalize on them and reap the benefits. So, let’s get started. 

  

Using Google Analytics to Find Long Tail Keywords 

I. Login to Google Analytics and set the timeline to about 3 months, for a detailed 

information 

II. Reach the ‘Content’ tab , present on the left portion of the page, beneath the dashboard 

III. Now select the ‘Top content’ tab. This will display the pages in descending order, or in 

simple words, based on the number of times they are viewed 

IV. Select the page for which you wish to analyze and determine the keywords 

V. Notice the option ‘Entrance Keywords’ on the bottom right corner of the page and click on 

it. This option will display all the keywords that were used by the searchers to reach that 

particular page you’ve chosen 

VI. Now explore through the keyword list and gauge if you have used them already in your 

articles or web content. If used, ignore them and proceed to the next. In case if you haven’t 

selected a few keywords, which you think has a potential, and set them aside 

VII. Now, zero-in from the hand-picked keywords, after carefully analyzing the following 

factors 

a) Choose only the keywords that are relative to your website and/or niche 

b) Also factor in the number of page views the keyword managed to convert 

c)  Take into consideration, the duration spent on that particular page. This indirectly 

signifies the relevancy of the keyword and assists you in coming into a conclusion. The 

longer the duration spent on the page, the relevant the keyword and the information was 

and vice versa. However, there is a restriction that the amount of time spent may also be 

due to the length of the article. So, consider even this and zero-in on your keyword 

  

So, that is how we determine the new long tail keywords and make the most out of Google 

Analytics. 

Implementing this will surely bring about a commendable change in the derivation of 

website traffic. 

So, make use of Google Analytics to the optimum, try out new longtail keywords in your 

articles and content and witness the traffic your website soaring high, this 2013! 

  

Andrea Walters, a freelance writer for www.globalx.net – The Nation’s Lowest All-Digital 

Price Provider.dish tv packages 

  

  

  

http://www.globalx.net/
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Squeeze Pages: Creation, Management & 
Optimization 

Online marketing is a tricky 

affair. On one hand the 

selling efforts have to be 

aggressive, pointed, and 

relentless; while on the 

other hand the comfort and 

privacy of customers have 

to be considered as well. 

Squeeze pages, or opt-in 

landing pages, are lead capture 

pages that seek to subtly 

extract vital visitor information 

in order to engender leads and 

eventually trigger revenues. 

More specifically, Squeeze 

pages aim at procuring the 

names and email addresses of 

potential customers via 

persuasive advertisements 

thereby “opting them” into the 

venture’s sales radar. 

A detailed guide on how best to 

develop, use, and enhance 

Squeeze pages for overall profit: 

  

Developing Tips 

A Squeeze page may be 

created as a discrete landing 

page or included as a segment 

of a venture’s web site or social 

media platform, which would 

prove to be more helpful keeping integration in mind. 

A Squeeze page should essentially consist of the ensuing elements: 

Headline: It should be compelling and catchy headline to draw immediate attention. It 

should relay a call to action and be prominently displayed with clever use of fonts, color, and 

layout. 

Description: A concise and clear introduction about what the subject matter is all about. 

Advantages: This section should succinctly outline the benefits the visitor will obtain from 

following the venture’s offerings. It is highly advisable to detail the advantages in the form 

of bullet points for easier assimilation. 

Opt-in form: This is similar to a subscription form; its objective is to get visitors to share 

contact information particularly their names and email addresses.This can either be a 

straightforward opt-in form or a sophisticated automatic responder form that intuitively 

manages subsequent emails posted by visitors. One may select from well-liked email auto-
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responding services like Aweber, iContact, Infusion Soft, Auto Response Plus, and more. 

Images: If the offering consists of a definite product, a couple of attractive photographs can 

be useful. 

Other Multimedia: Likewise, sound and video clips can be inserted to hold visitors’ interest. 

Confidentiality Assurance: This is an often overlooked constituent of a Squeeze page. A brief 

sentence reassuring visitors that their information would be kept private can go a long way 

in generating sales leads and actual revenues. 

 One may design squeeze pages internally or take the help of the many complimentary 

templates available online. 

Pop-up squeeze pages ought to be discouraged; these are extremely irksome and dissuade 

visitors from exploring the inherent sales offerings. 

  

Using Squeeze Pages for Maximum Benefit 

Squeeze pages are primarily data-harnessing instruments aimed at converting leads into 

sales. Thus they can be used for advertising the venture’s newsletter and increasing 

subscriptions. If the visitors are suitably informed about how they’ll stand to gain from the 

venture’s products and services, subscriptions will exponentially increase. 

Squeeze pages are especially beneficial for fledgling entrepreneurs and startup companies. 

These entities invariably need to publicize their ventures via online methods such as social 

media advertising, free dossiers, webinars, and contests. Squeeze pages can be utilized to 

appraise potential customers about these methods speedily and through a single, uniform 

source. 

It is a good idea to use squeeze pages to assess the response of visitors. If the response is 

positive, then the squeeze pages may be replaced by pages promoting outright sales. If, 

however, the response is adverse, more efforts should be directed at honing squeeze page 

dynamics. 

Identification of target audience according to the type of product offered is vital. Squeeze 

pages can then be used to concentrate sales efforts precisely. 

Squeeze pages should always offer remedies to issues faced by visitors and customers. This 

calls to action must be subservient to customer benefits. If value addition is emphasized, it 

will lead to more traffic and engender greater sales potential. 

The above are essential recommendations – ventures may alter the same to suit their goals 

and target customer base. 

 

 

This guest post is brought to you by Chad Bauer of timewarnercable.wedocable.com, a site 

that offers savings and current information on time warner internet speed. 

 

  

http://timewarnercable.wedocable.com/
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Linking up and social media mugging 
Social media has become a 

vital tool in internet 

marketing and has widely 

been used in making new 

marketing strategies. It is 

not an old way to promote 

things in social places. 

But now internet has provided 

this facility as well! You can 

bring your product in public 

where a lot of people are 

present and your product or 

service will come to their sight 

and will be at a distance of only 

one click away! 

Now a day’s internet marketing 

is not complete at all when you 

are avoiding social media 

marketing. 

  

Methods of promoting over 

internet 

There are many ways of 

promoting a product over 

internet, you can use affiliate 

marketing, PPC and social 

media marketing. 

Out of these social media 

marketing has emerged and grown at a very fast rate. No one ever imagined that this could 

actually happen! 

Now there is a trend of making online stores more than investing huge amounts in 

advertising and setting up the business physically. 

  

Emergence of social media 

The reason of emergence of Social media marketing at such a great rate was that. It 

provides facility totally free of cost to some extent and that extent is enough to make and 

stand a new business in the line of already reputed and running businesses. 

That is a great opportunity for the business owners to promote their businesses by making 

fan pages and groups over Facebook and many other social media networks. 

There are many types of social media presents; Facebook allows you to do anything! 

YouTube is yet another important social network where you can post video reviews and 

descriptions about your product and services. Twitter lets you tweet around and that tweet 

can be spread to a lot of twitter accounts in no time. 

The reason for the emergence of social media as a marketing tool was that it takes no time 
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and your latest idea or offer about your product or service reaches to thousands and 

thousands of minds. 

This concept is the backbone of social media and in this way you can promote your product 

or service easily and within no time. 

  

Social media mugging 

Social media mugging has no doubt taken the whole world into its grip and has allowed 

everyone to promote the business over the internet in the best way. 

It takes no time and your business can touch new heights. Social media marketing strategies 

have integrated everything. 

Now you do not need to apply the old strategies in the old way. You can use social media to 

do anything and at no cost up to a certain level. 

  

Linking up! 

Linking up is important is social media as it was important in other strategies. 

Backlinks are important to promote a particular website over internet. When your website 

will be promoted, your business will be promoted and with the promotion of your business 

you will get new sales at a better pace. 

In order to make things more compact, you can integrate everything to social media. You 

can add plugins and bookmarking your site will help you a lot in coming up to the social 

networks and in turn getting more conversions. 

  

 

Author Bio  -  Haword Roze is a University Lecturer and Editor of Self Test Training. He has 

been researching on University Programs since last three years. You can find his Cisco 

Certifications and Papers Jobs from Top Universities and Colleges from all over the world. 

  

http://www.selftesttraining.com/
http://www.selftesttraining.com/cisco-certifications.html
http://www.selftesttraining.com/cisco-certifications.html
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Expanding Your Brand With Free Blog Hosting 
Platforms 

The Emergence Of Blogs 

Today is the day and age of 

blogs. While many people were 

not used to the idea of blogs a 

few years back, most people 

are getting to understand how 

they are used and can be put to 

different advantages on the 

internet. 

The best thing about blogs is 

the ease of creation of them, 

especially the free ones. If you 

have an email account at Gmail, 

you can simply choose the 

Blogger option and start 

blogging. 

What’s more, you can make 

use of the blog not only to 

share thoughts and ideas that 

you have in your mind, you can 

even use it as a distinct online 

marketing tool. 

  

Blogs As Online Marketing 

Tools 

Today everyone is on the 

lookout for online marketing 

options. 

Most people wish to find ways of promoting their products or services online. 

While medium and large sized businesses are making use of the services of many online 

marketing firms in order to advertise their products and services, those who are about to 

launch small businesses look for ways to market without going bankrupt. 

One easy and free way of advertising online is to make use of blogs. Not only can one start a 

blog and write about the product or service that one wishes to sell, they can even make use 

of other blogs in order to spread the word. 

  

Free Blogs Help Each Other 

Just as you are opening a new blog with the help of tools like Blogger, many others are doing 

the same. 

While some simply wish to publish the poetry that they have in their mind, others are either 

trying to promote other brands or trying to sell something of their own. 

Free blog owners are more open to publishing content of other blogs or other guests as long 
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as they also get a link in return or get to put in a word or two about the product or service 

that they are promoting. 

Thus, if one is selling a health supplement, they can make use of blogs that are into health 

and fitness and anything related to such subjects. One can simply drop such blog owners a 

line requesting them to take up a guest post on their behalf. 

Most blog owners have guidelines that need to be followed in composing a guest post. Once 

that is done, many blog owners will happily publish your content. 

  

Benefits Of High Ranked Blogs 

There are blogs which have high page ranks, signifying that they get a lot of online traffic. 

When one gets their article published on such sites, they increase the chances of getting 

more people to read the article and follow the links posted and visit the official site or raise 

queries. 

In such ways, followers are also generated on Facebook or Twitter for products or services. 

Companies are using social media in such ways to increase awareness and audience for their 

products. 

  

Author Bio - Matt Anton is a regular contributor to http://paymentsavvy.com. He writes on 

topics related to online marketing with special reference to small businesses. 

  

  

  

http://paymentsavvy.com/
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Essential SEO Checklist For Startups 
If you want to slip in SEO for your new 

site to increase your presence on the 

web, there are a few things you need to 

take care of before you can actually take 

off and start earning some revenue. 

What are those things? Let’s take a look: 

Accessibility: Users and search engines should 

be able to find you quickly. For this you can 

make use of Google Webmaster Tools or 

SEOmoz Crawl. These tools will take care of 

things like error 404 or 500, thin or replicated 

content, missing tags and other stuff that 

could potentially harm your site’s SEO. 

Keyword Targeting: Make sure that they 

keywords you select are actually relevant for 

your site. You can take a look at what words 

people are searching with, and include them 

in your list. 

URL structure: Try to include words in your 

URL that are relevant to your business. Keep 

them short so that they can be remembered 

easily by the visitors. 

Content is all important: you may have managed to ensure that your site is crawlable, and 

you start getting decent traffic to your site. But are they going to be happy with what they 

see when they get there or they going to feel that there’s a lot missing? Make sure your 

content will satisfy your visitors. Include interesting details, graphics and videos that will 

answer queries of potential clients. Post great content and Google will rank your site high. 

Design and User Experience: Ensure your design is not so complicated that users will find 

navigating or otherwise using it, a tough job. Use tools like Feedback Army or Silverback app 

to check out the user friendliness of your site. Also ensure to have call to action buttons on 

ALL your pages. This is very important. Link your internal pages well, and provide catchy 

titles to each of your pages. You could also include some audio content to make it a little 

interactive. 

Tags:  Use of tags is very important for SEO. Meta tags give meta data on your pages and 

anchor tags are basically links to related pages. Optimizing these tags will make your site 

more SEO friendly. You could also optimize images and add keywords in the descriptions so 

that they will turn up in image search results. 

Google Sitemaps: including the sitemap.xml will enable search engines and visitors to 

understand your site’s content. 

Social Media: Google gives a lot of importance to social media shares, likes and 

comments.So, sites or pages that have been shared on social networking sites like Facebook 

and Twitter receive a higher ranking from search engines. But be sure to understand your 

target audience, and make use of the social network that they are most likely to use. 

Back Links: Plan how you will create back links to your site. You could make use of 

discussion forums, blogs, competitions, newsletters, reviewing articles, commenting on other 

blogs and a whole lot of other things. You could use a plugin like EZineARticle plugin. 
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Of course this checklist is just a primer. You could have some more ideas as to how you 

could gain more visibility for your site! 

  

This is a guest post by Ethan Millers of bw9.com, a site that offers savings and current 

information on Comcast cable and internet, as well as other Comcast.com services. 

  

  

http://www.bw9.com/
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Using AdWords for a More Effective SEO Strategy 
Google AdWords is the alternative to 

search engine optimization, using 

advertising to bring in traffic instead of 

organic search results. 

At first glance, the two methods have very 

little in common, but they can be used 

together to create a more informed and 

effective marketing strategy on both fronts. 

From an SEO perspective, AdWords’ main 

value lies in its potential to find and test 

keyword phrases with quick results. 

Instead of spending half a year optimizing for 

a promising query only to be disappointed, an 

AdWords campaign can collect the necessary 

information in as little as a month. 

  

Performing Keyword Research 

Most webmasters limit their AdWords usage to 

its Keyword Tool, which provides a number of 

statistics for any given search term. 

The tool is free to use and simple to learn, 

though some terms are not immediately intuitive. 

When a phrase is entered, the Keyword Tool returns the competition level for advertiser fees 

as well as an estimated number of searches per month. 

More importantly, it also offers variants on the phrase, which may be more lucrative or at 

least spawn a few new ideas. It is not foolproof, but the Keyword Tool is a useful starting 

point in any SEO strategy. 

  

Collecting Demographic Information 

Once you have some keywords in mind, you can choose to either walk away from AdWords 

or begin a campaign. 

It costs money, but the information gathered is generally well worth the initial investment. 

AdWords provides extensive reports based on performance, including a rough sketch of the 

people most likely to click the ad. This may divulge age, gender and location, all of which 

play a role in conversions. 

Knowing your visitors helps shape content to better suit their needs, resulting in a better 

experience for everyone involved. At the same time, don’t get so focused on one group that 

other traffic feels alienated. 

  

Determining Click-Through Rates 

The click-through rate is the number of times an ad is clicked relative to the number of times 

it is shown. 

A low rate indicates either a lackluster keyword or poor copy. Unless the first run is 
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satisfactory, it may take several tries to get right. How does this help SEO? 

Think of the title and description that appear on Google’s results page as an advertisement 

that runs without any fees. 

Those few lines of text are all you have to lure in readers. Knowing what it most likely to get 

them clicking is a key part of business success. 

  

Studying Conversions 

Last but not least, the number of people you reach is only important within the context of 

conversion rates. 

The conversion rate describes how many visitors actually go on to do a profitable activity, 

whether that is buying a product, signing up for a service or clicking a someone else’s 

advertisement. 

The right keywords and copy are essential in this. For example, someone searching for how 

to potty train a puppy might be interested in buying house pads, but they may just take the 

information and run. 

An AdWords campaign is your first clue whether or not a keyword string is actually 

commercially viable, making it one of the most important pieces of research in SEO. 

  

Author Bio - Paul Teitelman is a Toronto SEO expert who has been involved with the industry 

since its earliest days. He currently offers consulting and optimization services through his 

website atwww.paulteitelman.com. 

  

  

  

http://www.paulteitelman.com/
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Tips to Enhance the Speed of Wireless Network 
A slow internet connection 

can get really annoying 

after a point. It not only 

slows down your work but 

consumes a lot of time as 

well. Though a wireless 

connection is handy, it 

tends to slow down a lot. 

When you try moving from one 

room to another you can notice 

a significant difference. How to 

have a consistent and speedy 

network connection? Here are 

a few tips: 

  

Keep the wireless router in 

a central location 

If you are getting a wireless 

connection for your home, place it in a central location. If the modem is a wireless router 

and not facing the outside wall of your home, there are chances for the signal to get weak 

on the opposite side of your home. 

If you have a computer or other devices in the first floor and the modem is in the ground 

floor, make sure the wireless router is on a high table or if possible a shelf. 

An ideal set-up will be to have the devices and the wireless modem in the same floor. 

  

Keep the wireless modems free of interference 

A wall, metal shelf or floor will be a possible interference to the wireless connection. 

Try moving the wireless modem from these objects. When the router is closer to these 

obstructions the weaker your signals will be. 

  

Change the router’s antenna 

Antennas play a key role in providing 360° signals. This means they can broadcast the 

signals around the wireless router. If a wireless router with antenna is kept near to an 

outside wall most of the signals will go out of the house. 

This in turn will be a waste of your router’s power. If you have a replaceable antenna, you 

can upgrade it to an antenna that channelizes the signals in a single direction. 

Though most routers don’t improve the output of power they can help you make better use 

of the power provided. Nowadays, you get antennas which can be focused in the directions 

you want them to. 

  

Change the wireless channels 

The wireless routers use various channels for broadcast. This is similar to that of radio 
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stations using the same frequency. 

The common channels used in US for wireless networks are 1, 6 and 11. There are times 

when one channel is clearer than the other. The mechanism is similar to that of radio 

stations. 

You can change the channels through the wireless configuration page to check if you get 

better speed. 

There is no requirement to make any change to the computer’s configuration as it 

automatically detects the change in channel. 

  

Choose equipment from one vendor 

Pick the router and network adapter from the same vendor. When you go to different 

vendors, one might give a better performance than the other. This in turn will affect the 

network connection’s performance. 

There are vendors who offer twice the performance when you buy hardware from them. 

Look into all these technicalities before getting the hardware. If possible, upgrade your 

wireless technology as well. 

You might be using the technology that was in picture a few years back! 

These are a few tips to improve the speed of a wireless network. 

  

Author Bio – Sasha loves to write about technology stuffs in any field. She has been a 

writer/blogger for four years and currently working for Internet Bundles where you can find 

great offers and details aboutverizon internet service. 

  

  

http://www.internetbundledeals.com/
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Link Building Strategies For 2013 
Link building is one of the 

most effective strategies 

that can help drive more 

traffic to your website which 

makes it more successful. 

Most website owners take this 

lightly posting any links that 

they may find on their way 

which end up bringing negative 

results. To see positive results 

in 2013, some of the strategies 

that you can adapt to include: 

  

Create linkable assets 

Content still remains king if you 

want to attract the right kind of links. 

As many businesses turn to content marketing, coming up with top notch quality is one of 

the most effective ways that will help you stand out of the crowd. This should be the type of 

content that viewers will want to look at and end up linking to. 

Some of the features that you should include in the content are: videos, info-graphics, 

online calculators, lists and useful widgets among many others. 

Make sure you do your homework thoroughly to find the best ones to be included in your 

content. Study competition to find out what they are using to make the tick and come up 

with strategies that will help you become an industry leader. 

 

Share 

The secret to attracting more people to the site is to make sure that you share it wide 

enough. Ensure that all your friends as well as relatives know about the site and request 

them to tell other people they know. Social media can also be used as a platform for 

effective link building. 

Create account on various platforms like Twitter and Facebook in order to penetrate into a 

new market. This way you will not miss a number of people who will be interested in what 

you do to get high quality links for your site. 

  

Build healthy relationships 

Look for interesting bloggers, journalists and free-lance writers who come up with top notch 

sites and create healthy and strong relationships. 

This can help you find loyal customers for your business as word of mouth is something very 

valuable and you cannot put a price on it. 

This is a proven method of natural link building where you can get free links that will help 

your business at the end of the day. 

Don’t restrict yourself to bloggers who write things that are related to your site as it is also 

recommended that you look for the ones with more reach and influence. 
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Take time to find individuals who are well connected, write on various blogs as well as 

industry news sites and have achieved a large following of real and not fake people on social 

media. 

  

Develop link resource database 

One of the most common problems that organizations face when working with multiple link 

builders is assisting people in discovering new methods of connecting with effective link 

building opportunities. 

If you are working with different link builders they are supposed to consult with each other 

to find the perfect solution for you. 

It is important to avoid the ones that use the same resources for all their customers as this 

will obviously not work as Google will discover sooner or later what you are up to. 

  

Author Bio: Blogger who researches and talks about the latest link building strategies for 

the SEO Company Integrity SEO  

  

  

http://www.integrityseoexperts.co.uk/
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The Future of Online Marketing 
I just found this awesome video 

about the future of online 

marketing. It’s really not so far 

away from us. This mix of 

virtuality and reality. 

Google is playing around with 

it’s Google Glasses and Apple is 

playing around with it’s contact 

lenses. 

So what does it mean to us as 

marketers? Well it will change 

the world of marketing. You will 

make ads directly to the 

consumers while they are 

walking pass your shop. You will 

have to engage your potential 

customers. 

I say this is amazing. 

So enjoy these 2 videos – and give me a comment – are you excited to meet the future 

marketing ? 

 

Check the video at www.SeoCustomer.com.  

 

All the best to you, Henrik 

 

Check out Apple contact lenses here… 

  

Remember to check out these awesome videos too 

The Future Is Here – Check out Google’s New Glasses 

The Future Contact Lenses 

  

  

  

http://www.seocustomer.com/
http://seocustomer.com/the-future-is-here-check-out-googles-new-glasses/
http://seocustomer.com/the-future-contact-linses/
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Designing a SEO-Friendly Website 
Gone are the days when you 

just had to create a pretty 

looking functional website 

and your work was done. In 

present times, these things 

don’t draw in people to your 

site. You have to ensure 

that your client’s website is 

SEO friendly and gives them 

the much needed online 

presence. 

SEO or Search Engine 

Optimization improves a 

website’s visibility on search 

engines through organic or 

unpaid search results. It is 

used as a successful marketing 

tool as well. 

There are many things you 

could do to improve your 

website’s SEO and its visibility. 

It is an efficient way to ensure 

that the hard work you have 

put in pays off. The following 

points would be helpful in making a website SEO friendly: 

  

1.      Use The Right Keywords – In an SEO campaign, keywords are the most important 

thing. If you use the wrong keyword, you would never be found by the market you hope to 

reach. Keep the business objectives in your mind and your website’s reach when you sit 

down to design the website. 

Keywords should be important and not overused. Sit down and make a list of such words 

relevant to your website and put them in a keyword research tool. This tool will help you 

finalize the final list of keywords that are targeted. Go for not more than 3 to 4 keywords per 

page and launch it. 

  

2.      Place The Keywords Properly – Simply using the right keywords doesn’t ensure 

maximum visibility on search engines. You have to place them properly and make sure you 

don’t overdo it. The following places are ideal – 

Title; 

Keywords and description (meta); 

Slogan of your website; 

Bullet points; 

Internal and footer links; and 

URLs 
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3.      Ensure that Navigation Is Friendly To Search Engines – The structure of your website 

should be such that search engines can easily follow it and navigate through it. The biggest 

and the most common problem is image based URLs. Always ensure that your links are text 

based. Also, try to avoid JavaScript which is known to cause issues because it is difficult for 

search engines to understand. Same goes for advanced languages that can’t be accessed on 

a mobile device. 

  

4.      SEO friendly Filenames And URLs – If your URL has the keyword, then it would boost 

your website visibility further and make the search engines list them immediately. This is 

why it’s important that you are careful with the URL you use. For example – 

Not Friendly URL – http://www.xyz.com/products/item1?=123456 

Friendly URL - http://www.xyz.com/home/accessories/belts 

Also, you should always be careful when you name the images. It is better to use descriptive 

names instead of codes and numbers. 

  

It is noticed that people don’t take notice of images while they design an SEO friendly 

website. You should not commit that mistake. 

SEO is an important tool that you should use to your benefit. It is an important support that 

a good product or service needs. Visit createasite.net to find more about how to create a 

great website. 

  

Author – this article is written by Brenda Lyttle 

  

  

http://createasite.net/
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How Graphic Designers Can Create Captivating 
Book Covers? 

The key to a successful book cover 

design is knowing what will work, and 

what won’t. 

It is true that the wrapping of a novel or 

a short story collection helps in its 

promotion. In simpler words, it acts as 

an effective promotional tool. 

Graphic designers who create amazing covers 

bewilder audience with their artistic prowess. 

Designing for a fast paced mystery, an 

adventure thriller or a romantic novel is not 

child’s play and requires sound knowledge of 

commercial art. Colors, graphics, texts and 

images need to be used with precision and meticulousness. 

 

Focus on the Theme 

Be it fiction or non-fiction, it centers around a concept or theme and the binding should aptly 

describe that concept. Yes, it is the binding that attracts a reader’s attention to a fictional 

piece or otherwise. Do not make the mistake of cramming the front page with too many 

components, illustrations and images. 

A professional should think of the book like a billboard that tries to attract the attention of 

the people passing by. Keep in mind the following aspects before you start working: 

The theme and the subject 

The genre 

An idea of the style or tone of the published document. The above pointers would help one 

to come up with creative ideas. Are you designing for a thriller? Or is it a historical account 

or biography? The answers to these questions will help a graphic artist in producing quality 

output. 

  

How Will It Look on Web Sites? 

The book should also look equally impressive on web pages. Therefore, consider the design 

aspects carefully so that it also impresses the online audience. 

  

Photos that Explain 

There is no need to be too real while working on the cover. Look for visuals that 

communicate the overall tone, style and mood of an omnibus. Pictures included should 

connect well with the context. The type of images you choose also depends on the subject. 

http://seocustomer.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/CoverDesign.jpg
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If it is on a spiritual topic or related to self-help, then visuals of nature would be relevant. 

On the other hand, a treatise on history should have historical illustrations and pictures. 

Author photographs should be avoided if the writer is not a renowned and celebrated 

personality. 

  

The Title Should be in Large Font 

Besides the color, images and graphics, it is the title of the novel that grabs instant attention. 

Therefore, it should be created using large and noticeable fonts. You can also add some 

special effects to the letters like like embossing to enhance the visual appeal. 

  

Matching Artwork 

The artwork that you create should match with the theme and content of the text. Consider 

the murder mysteries of Agatha Christie. She was not an author who emphasized on the 

gory details. Her works are more related to the complexities of the characters and plot. 

However, several publishers focused more on showing blood oozing out of human mouth or 

knitting needles protruding from human heads. 

Such depictions might create sensation, but will disappoint readers who enjoy reading about 

intricate plots. They will stay away as the cover creates a wrong impression that the book 

includes excessive gruesome details. 

Do you have more ideas to share? Please comment. 

  

Author Bio: Swatilekha Kundu is a web content writer who currently working in Graphic 

Design India. The company provides innovative graphic solutions for its worldwide clients. In 

order to know more details about Graphic Design India, please click here. 

  

http://www.graphic-design-india.com/
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Tips to Running a Successful Facebook Contest 
Are you looking to increase the 

number of likes and fans you 

have on your company’s 

Facebook page? Running a 

Facebook contest is the perfect 

way to spread the word about 

your business and attract new 

customers. 

However, as with any new 

marketing tactic you might 

want to try, it takes a good bit 

of thought and strategy to run 

an effective contest or 

promotion. 

Below are a few tips and 

suggestions for you to follow to 

make running a Facebook 

contest as easy and as 

successful as possible: 

  

1.     Know the Rules 

Facebook has set aside a few very strict guidelines and rules when it comes to running any 

type of promotion or contest. The most important thing to remember is that ALL Facebook 

contests or promotions MUST be run through a third party application. 

There are many third-party applications available to build and administer your promotion, 

such as Woobox or Shortstack. Facebook requires any business running a contest to identify 

to your audience that your contest is not sponsored, endorsed or administered or associated 

with Facebook. 

What this means is that Facebook wants it to be clear to entrants that they are not a part of 

your contest. Another thing to keep in mind is how the winner is contacted once the contest 

is over. 

The safest way to contact the winner of your contest is through the personal email address 

they provide when they enter the contest. Announcing the winner of the contest on your 

Facebook wall is prohibited. 

For more information and a full detailed list of the rules, be sure to look through Facebook’s 

official contest rules. 

  

2.     Set Goals 

Every good Facebook contest requires a good deal of planning and thinking. A successful 

contest should be entertaining but also relevant to your business. 

Remember that you are competing against other businesses on Facebook for the attention of 

Facebook users. You will need to select a contest and a prize that set you apart from your 

competitors. 

http://www.facebook.com/page_guidelines.php
http://www.facebook.com/page_guidelines.php
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Be sure that you select a prize that is related to your business offering and appeals to your 

target audience. The goal isn’t to get as many random likes as you can, it’s to increase likes 

from those who could be potential customers. 

When you offer a prize that isn’t relevant to your business, users are more likely to enter the 

contest and then unlike your page once it’s over. If you sell a certain product, you could give 

away what you sell on a day to day basis. 

If you are a service based company, such as a landscaper, you might want to give away a 

free winter landscape cleanup or a free bed of flowers. 

  

3.     Promote Your Contest 

Now that you have set up your contest and picked the perfect prize, be sure to promote it. 

Just because you can’t run the contest on your Facebook wall doesn’t mean you can’t 

promote it there. 

Be sure to offer instructions on how to get to the contest and what they will need to do to 

enter. Be sure to leave your contest up long enough so that people can start talking about it. 

Be sure to promote it on any other social media channels, such as Twitter or Google+. 

  

4.     Follow Up After the Contest 

Once the contest is over and you have contacted the winner, take some time to look at how 

you did. Did you meet your goals? How many new likes did you get? When you run a contest, 

often times you collect email addresses. 

Now you can use these email addresses for email marketing. Be sure to continue to 

communicate with Facebook users and thank them for participating in the contest. 

Remember to continue to provide insight and information so that they can continue to 

interact and learn more about your brand. 

Now you have a few tips and suggestions to help you get started. While the rules and steps 

to setting up a Facebook contest seem strict and a little bit overwhelming, the overall benefit 

of gathering new fans and potential customers is priceless. 

  

This guest blog post was written by Full Media, an Atlanta SEO firm. Specializing in internet 

marketing and website design in Atlanta, we offer a high level of expertise and service to 

organizations of all kinds, regardless of size or industry. 

  

  

http://www.fullmedia.com/atlanta/seo/
http://www.fullmedia.com/atlanta/web-design/
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Know How Coke Ruled Dominantly Over Social 
Media 

Knowingly or unknowingly, 

you would have liked the 

Coke in social media 

portals like Facebook (FB) 

or followed on twitter. Coca-

cola is the biggest brand in 

social media and ruling 

dominantly the vast 

magnitude of social media. 

It is the matter of high surprise 

and inspiration that how Coke 

has expanded its brand to 

multi-million Facebook users. 

In an interview, Wendy Clark, 

SVP of Integrated Marketing 

Communications and 

Capabilities at Coca-Cola (KO) 

has shared her insights about 

making of a giant social brand in the social media world. 

  

Share Something Sharable 

In a world, where people come to seek something new and interesting, it is a brand’s 

responsibility to come up with interesting contents, which can suffice the thrust of reading or 

watching interesting stuffs over social media. 

In this way, coke prefers to develop its social media contents while keeping two kinds of 

audience in its mind. 

The first kind relates to existing 59 million Facebook Fans and 672827 Twitter fans. For 

Coca-Cola, its fans are not just in the confines of these numbers. 

It takes the responsibility of developing shared-worthy contents to enable our fans to share 

further. 

  

Listen Your Consumers 

Gone are the days, when it was enough to say, “We will get back to you on this issue”. Now, 

social brands are focusing on listening customer’s voice. 

Coca-Cola has taken a step forward to give human interaction to this large number of fans. 

When a coke fans raises a question, post something on its pages, and share their first coke 

experience, Coke people come out to interact actively. 

It is probably the groundbreaking reason that backed this soft-drink provider in its social 

media campaign. 

  

Be Consistently Frequent Player 

Coke is probably the biggest consumer brand over Facebook. 
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It has been following a special strategy to become the number one. This multinational 

conglomerate believes in visualizing a big dream, taking a little step, and walking fast 

towards the goal. 

You as social media brand need to be frequent in your posts. However, your posts should be 

of high-standards. 

The initiation can be sort of small one but the speed of progress should certainly be high. 

The high-speed projection of customer driven activities at Facebook has helped Coke in 

registering a feat in social media branding industry. 

  

Social Media Is Not Everything but Comes Right before Everything Else 

Coke has created history in social media. However, social media is not everything but it 

comes before everything. 

Coke creates the every bit of its content be it the bottle covers, TV advertisement, and social 

media presentations, and sponsored campaigns with keeping the social element in the core 

of promotional content. 

  

Content Is the New Currency, Spend Carefully 

Since people have stepped their feet in publisher’s shoes, the content value has gone in 

deflation mode. 

Social media users are posting millions of bytes over web with every passing second of time. 

Therefore, you should create and post your content carefully. Coca-Cola has embodied the 

fact word-by-word and emphasize on the creation of highly interesting & shareable content 

for its social media profiles. 

  

Let Your Fans Create Contents 

It is relatively a new trend in social media wires. 

Coca-Cola prefers to let its so-called fans and followers to share their love for coke at our 

social media pages. 

The company fan page appreciates social media users to share their experiences with Coca-

Cola. 

However, it still keeps a lenient eye on the quality of the content. Technically, Coca-Cola 

creates 10-20% of contents and 80% of total social media content comes from its social 

media fans & followers. 

  

Channelize Your Stories & Find the Orators 

Considering the impact of storytelling, Coca-Cola is introducing a new trend in social media 

branding. 

It conveys updates like winter nights stories and appreciates the orators to channelize its 

stories further. 

It is a new trend in social media. Social media fans love to share the shareable contents 

within their peer circles, especially when it comes from a page like Coca-Cola. 

Therefore, it has helped the soft-drink giant in registering a remarkable sign in the social 

media universe. 
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You can also take insights after reading the golden strategy that turned Coca-cola in a 

biggest consumer brand over social media to increase the ladders of social media success. 

Author bio - Nick Carter is a freelance writer who is associated with the Wordpress 

development company. This is the most prominent IT hub & also provide the service for 

hire Wordpress development for open source solutions. 

  

Author bio – Nick Carter is a freelance writer who is associated with wordpress development 

company. This is the most prominent IT hub & also provide the service for 

hire wordpress developers for open source solutions. 

  

  

http://www.ossmedia.com/services/wordpress-development
http://www.ossmedia.com/services/wordpress-development
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5 Ways to Boost Twitter Engagement For a Small 
Business 

As social media engagement 

increasingly becomes an 

important metric for small 

business marketing, many 

entrepreneurs and business 

owners feel overwhelmed by 

the available options. 

These days, Facebook is usually 

the go-to platform, but Twitter 

can play a valuable role in a 

strategic marketing approach. 

It can be hard to find the right 

balance between playful and 

professional, relevant and 

current, and pithy and 

informative when it comes to 

140-character tweets. Read on 

for five ways companies can 

boost interactivity on Twitter 

and improve their bottom line. 

  

Tweet relevant content 

As you grow your community, 

you want to fill a specific niche for your followers. Make sure your content is generally tied to 

the company’s industry. There is, of course, some wiggle room for “tweeting outside the box”, 

but it’s a good idea to offer up content that is relevant to your business to keep things 

consistent. 

  

Optimize message times 

Take advantage of programs like Hootsuite and Tweetdeck to prep tweets first thing in the 

morning (or at the start of each week) to avoid any lulls in messaging. 

While you certainly don’t want to rely completely on auto messaging, it can make it easier to 

stay consistent with tweets throughout the day. 

Another timing trick – write unique, interesting tweets in the afternoon when other tweeters 

are tired after lunch. Your tweets are more likely to be retweeted when followers don’t feel 

like putting in the effort to make up their own content. 

  

Use hashtags 

Hashtags are a great way to expose your brand to those who wouldn’t normally stumble 

across your tweets. 

Look on the homepage for the trending hashtags of the moment and include the most 

relevant one to the end of your tweet. Hashtags are easily searchable and, depending on 
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your industry, they can make a “boring” company seem fun and worthy of engagement. 

  

Mention others 

Twitter is a great place to get the attention of people who could be major brand influencers 

down the line. 

Interact with people with large followings on twitter and mention them whenever possible to 

ensure that they see your tweets. 

When important tweeters engage with your brand, you increase the odds of gaining free 

publicity from them. 

Just include @username to the end of a tweet when you want to direct someone’s attention 

to your message. 

  

Ask questions 

Asking questions is a great way to get followers engaged and interacting with your brand. 

Questions also serve as a valuable, informal survey tool. The merchant account 

provider,HighRiskPay.com found that posing questions about convenient payment solutions 

for small businesses was one way to determine what services were most valuable to 

customers. 

The process of asking questions via Twitter is not as scientific as conducting official market 

research, but in this case, it provided the company with information about their business 

model and made it easier to appeal to customers down the line. All thanks to inquiring 

tweets. 

Twitter might not be considered the most professional on social networks but it’s a valuable 

tool for any company looking to promote a brand and gain visibility on the web. Not only is 

twitter a way to interact with users around the world, it’s also a way to share industry news 

and build a community of potential customers. 

  

About the Author – Brian Patterson is a Marketing Analyst with Online Trading Academy, 

a day trading education firm with 33 locations spread internationally. 

  

  

  

http://www.highriskpay.com/
http://www.tradingacademy.com/
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The Billion Dollar Startups 
I just came across this awesome Infographic about the billion dollar 

startups. Not many companies made it to a billion dollar valuation 

right? 

This Infographic from Straff includes companies started in 2004 and 

onwards (2004 is the year Facebook started). 

See it larger at www.SeoCustomer.com.  

S 

  

 

  

https://www.staff.com/blog/the-billion-dollar-startups/
http://www.seocustomer.com/
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Okay I admit it I’m in love with Google 
- But do not tell my girlfriend – 
please !!! 

Google is any SEO man’s dream. 

I hope you do not mind I say 

her about Google? But it makes 

things a little easier. 

First of all she makes me very 

happy when she brings traffic 

to my website. I just need to 

try to please her – then she will 

make me happy. 

I know, I know – she changes 

the rules all the time about 

what will make her happy. In 

the past she was happy just 

with a few keywords on the 

page and some juice from 

backlinks. 

Nowadays, she becomes more and more social. She wants me to go out and talk to friends 

and acquaintances. So I’ve obviously created a Facebook page and a Twitter account. So 

now she’s happy again. 

In the past I could sit in the basement and drinking cola and get lots of love from her – but 

these days she wants much more from me. 

I think her mother and father were engineers, because her body language is actually pretty 

easy to read. 

Yes yes I know – she likes to tease me and change her preferences up to 500 times each 

year. But again girls do that right guys? 

But I still like her. 

With all the traffic coming in and the conversions I get she makes me some good money. So 

now I can adfort to buy things for her. No, no she does not like diamonds and gold rings. 

She likes to sell me Adwords – but that’s OK. She’s cute. 

I’ve actually been in love with her since 2000. Yes that’s right – I’ve known her for 12 years 

now. Amazing right? 

Oh no – now she calls again. I’d better see if I can make her happy. 

Time for some… SEO… 

All the best to you all, Henrik 

  

PS –  I’m glad that she doesn’t have a mother! 

PS PS – Don’t tell my girlfriend about this … please 
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Tips To Convert Social Media Traffic Into 
Business Leads 

Are you still depending on 

the traditional, outdated and 

old fashioned marketing 

methods to generate 

business leads? It is time to 

change your marketing 

approach towards increasing 

leads. 

No matter what type of 

business you are running, 

utilising internet is an excellent 

way to reach target customers, 

especially social media is 

helping business owners to 

achieve their dream. 

According to a tech report 

almost 70% of web users have 

their accounts in at least one of 

the social networking sites; you can imagine the business potential. 

Social media is an excellent medium to reach your target customers and market your 

products without spending lot of money unlike traditional marketing methods. It is a cost 

effective way to generate leads and profits without taking much risk unlike old fashioned 

marketing techniques. 

According to another report nearly 80 % of business owners are using social media to 

promote their brands and products and 90% of business owners have a social media 

presence. Following are the some of the tips to convert social media traffic into business 

leads. 

  

Social media bookmarking 

With the help of social media you can spread your content beyond your limits. Social media 

bookmarking is an easy way to generate leads. Make use of social networking sites like 

Facebook, Digg, Twitter, LinkedIn and Google+ to spread your content. 

If you have unique and fresh content, it will help you to generate business leads without 

much effort. 

  

Use landing pages 

You need to build a landing page which has user-friendly options. If someone clicks on your 

call for any action, the landing page should covert your user into a lead by optimizing its 

page. 

If you want to convert your visitors into leads, make use of aligned landing page set up, 

forms and offers. Make use of landing tabs which are the best way to increase business 

leads. 
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Following are some of the landing page tips which may help you to create business leads. 

Optimize the sub-headline and headlines 

Tailor the design, text, image for conversion. 

Create an importance for call-to-action 

  

Optimize your social media profiles 

Make sure that your social media profile is fully optimized and you are creating a user-

friendly profile that will be easily available to the buyers.  For example you can take help of 

LinkedIn which will help you generate more business leads than other social networking sites. 

Open a business profile on LinkedIn to interact with the business professionals and find out 

business solutions for your organization. You can even share your ideas and opinions with 

other business groups who may help you to give business leads which suit your organization. 

  

Update your social media profile with the latest information 

Stay engaged and active on social networking sites to increase the relationship with your 

customers. Make use of social media marketing to generate business leads. 

You have to respond to your customer’s queries without making much delay which may help 

you to increase the loyalty with customers. It will help you to generate more business leads 

in the long run. 

  

Author bio:  I am Maria from London. I am a tech writer. I am in Finance. I have written much on PPI 
claims. Catch me on @ppiclaimsmaria 

  

  

http://www.instant-ppiclaims.co.uk/
http://www.instant-ppiclaims.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/ppiclaimsmaria
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7 Social Bookmarking Mistakes Everyone Makes 
Social Bookmarking is a method 
website owners use to promote 
their site. It sounds rather 
simple at first, but you would 
be surprised when there are 

people who make mistakes as 
they are doing this. 

This article will talk about the 

mistakes people make in social 

bookmarking. Hopefully it will 

teach others to avoid them. 

  

1) Not using the right title 

A lot of webmasters use SEO 

companies to carry out their 

social bookmarking campaigns 

for their website. However, 

some webmasters make the 

mistake of choosing the less experienced SEO companies; these providers end up adding in 

titles that have little or nothing to do with the content. The proper solution here would be to 

hire SEO providers with experience and skill in creating the right titles for search engines. 

  

2) Using irrelevant keywords 

In social bookmarking sites, usage of tags and keywords will help get your website attention. 

The mistake here is that people use keywords that are too general, probably keywords that 

others are already using. Avoid this by using keywords and tags that relate to your site. 

  

3) Spamming 

Spamming sites is bad. As you are trying to build up links to your site through social 

bookmarking, it is a very bad idea to sell products in your messages. Doing so would only 

serve to ruin your website’s name, also ruining your chances of getting views. 

  

4) Bookmarking only the main page 

Another common mistake webmasters make is that they only bookmark the URL of the main 

page. Avoid this by bookmarking other pages in your site. You need to show that you have 

plenty of content, and bookmarking the other pages in your site can save potential followers 

the trouble of having to search for content themselves. 

  

5) Bookmarking pages with low quality content 

In your website, you might have a page that doesn’t show much except for pictures and 

maybe prices of what you are selling. The content on these kinds of pages are considered 

low quality. Avoid bookmarking these kinds of pages. People that browse social bookmarking 

sites will want to see sites that are relevant to their interests; showing people low quality 
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pages will have them think negatively of your site. 

  

6) Using software 

Yet another mistake webmasters use in social bookmarking. Using software to automatically 

submit your pages for bookmarking can net you some problems, like search engine and 

approval issues. Doing it manually can help you to ensure that your pages will be search 

engine friendly. And will help you get past a whole bunch of other issues. It’s not even that 

hard to do, either. 

  

7) Choosing irrelevant categories 

The last top mistake many people do in social bookmarking. Not choosing a category that is 

related to the site’s content can lead to problems. For example, people might see your social 

bookmarks in sites that aren’t really linked to your site. This will cause people to distrust you 

and what you are promoting. To avoid this, pick a category that is relevant to your content; 

do not submit your sites on a random basis. 

  

Bio:  - Haword Roze is a University Lecturer and Editor of E20-517 Exam Questions. He has been 
researching on University Programs since last three years. You can find E20-597 Test Questions Exam 
Papers Jobs from Top Universities and Colleges from all over the world. 

  

  

http://www.test4prep.com/E20-517.html
http://www.test4prep.com/E20-597.html
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Top Link Building Strategies for New Sites 
This article is for new websites 
on the assumption that new 
websites will not have any 
previous web presence and do 
not yet have an online presence. 

Organic links come from other 
people, and are often due to a 
website’s online reputation, its 
use, its popularity and its 
current content. 

As a new website you will not 

be able to leverage any of these 

factors (at least not in the early 

stages), which is why all of the 

tips in this article can be 

actioned straight away. 

  

Article sites 

These are sites that allow you to upload articles and link from them. They do not have a 

massive page rank, but do still offer links that Google and the others will pay attention to. 

Many of them do not have very strict rules about content. Some of them do not even check 

your content for accuracy. There are a lot of them, so try to find ones that are popular. 

  

Guest blogging 

You can post a guest blog post on someone else’s blog/website. They get free content for 

their blog and you get a link. The only problem is that the more popular the blog is then the 

less likely they are to allow you to guest post on their blog. However, there are so many of 

these sites that you can upload a fair amount of content if you do not mind a fair amount of 

rejection before getting what you want. 

  

Asking your friends to link to you 

If your friends have blogs and websites then ask them to link to you every now and again. 

You can swap links with them for a mutual SEO benefit. Your friends are less likely to ask for 

things in return for links, and are less likely to tell you to go away when you ask for a link. 

This could work to your benefit if your friends have high-ranking websites or blogs. 

  

Cross website linking 

If you have more than one website or blog then you have no excuse for not cross-linking 

them up. You can link them as many times as you like, but be aware that Google may not 

like it if you link from too many pages (it may be seen as over optimization). 

  

Blogging 

Setting up your own blog, adding to it, maintaining it and growing it is a hard task. However, 

you can add some very targeted content onto your blog and link it to your website for an 
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SEO boost. If your plan is to set up and run a blog anyway, then you have little excuse for 

not linking from it. You do not have to link from every post. But do try to link from the pages 

that are related to your website content. 

  

Social media begging 

Go on social media and whine, beg or coerce. People will tell you that this method is 

ineffective and will get you a bad name, but so many people are doing it, that there has to 

be something in it. 

  

Forums 

Linking from Google-followed forums is not a bad idea if you go about it the right way. Firstly, 

you can fail if the forum is not followed by Google, because no amount of links will make a 

difference. The second way you can fail is if you tick-off the forum master and have a week’s 

worth of posts removed. 

  

Author’s bio - My name is Sonia Jackson. I represent the Australian website www.essay-bag.com. We’ll 
help you to solve all problems with writing different essays and research papers according to the rules 
of the universities and colleges in Australia. 

  

  

http://www.essay-bag.com/
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How to Keep Yourself Inspired to Write the Best 
Articles Every Day 

Creating a successful blog 
requires writing new posts 
on a consistent basis. On 

top of that, the posts have 
to be interesting, unique, 
and compelling. You can’t 
just phone it in and expect 
it to land with your 
customers. 

Yet constantly coming up 

with ideas for new posts 

that meet all those criteria 

can be a challenge. You 

can fall prey to writer’s 

block or to simple routine. 

Finding ways to stay 

inspired is essential to 

helping you keep your blog 

interesting and to make it 

successful. 

When you’re feeling stuck in a rut with your blogging routine, here are a few tips to help you 

feel inspired to write the best articles you can every day: 

  

Read Blogs You Love 

Reading other blogs that we love and admire can be just the trick to remind us why we 

started blogging in the first place. It can also help us to see issues in a new light and to find 

inspiration for new content. 

Maybe a blogger you like suggests a provocative change of policy. You might write a rebuttal. 

Or maybe a blogger you like will write a post that teaches you something new. You may now 

have a whole new area of discussion to explore. 

You never know what others may inspire you to write. Make it a habit to read your favorite 

bloggers — or writers — every day. 

  

Carry a Notebook 

You never know when inspiration will strike. Carry a notebook to make sure you’re ready 

when it does. 

Keep a notebook to jot down ideas for posts, bits of information you want to explore, a few 

lines that you want to include in a post, or any other information that occurs to you that you 

might be able to use on your blog later. 

Whenever you are short on ideas, you can refer to the notebook for inspiration. 

  

Take Breaks 
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Sometimes even the things you love can start to seem like work when you do them all the 

time or when you feel pressured to complete them in order to meet a goal. 

When you reach this place with your blogging, it might be time to take a break in order to 

recharge and remind yourself why you love blogging. 

Your break does not have to be a long one. 

You can take a day off or even a week. 

You can put your blog on pause during that time, or you can fill it with guest posts while you 

are gone. 

Taking the time off can help you to get a fresh perspective and to come back to your 

blogging with new energy and new passion. 

  

Do Other Things You Love 

A break doesn’t always have to be a literal one. Sometimes, you just need a mental break. 

Step away from your computer and spend some time doing something else you love to do, 

such as read a book, see a movie, or exercise with a friend. 

Doing other things you enjoy will re-energize you and help you to reset your focus. 

You may find that the change of mental scenery inspires you, or it may just give you the 

energy you need to return to you work and to brainstorm new ideas. 

Blogging can be hard work. 

The daily grind of it can start to be tedious and rob you of your inspiration. 

When you are feeling like you just don’t have any new ideas or anymore energy to find them, 

try a few of these tips to get inspired and to try again. 

How do you stay inspired to write the best blog posts every day? Share your tips for success 

in the comments! 

  

Sarah Clare is a writer and oversees the site projectmanagementsoftware.com, where she 

has recently been researching project tracking software. In her spare time, Sarah enjoys 

cooking and scrapbooking. 

  

  

  

http://www.projectmanagementsoftware.com/
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Top 10 SEO Mistakes to Avoid in Social Media 
SEO or search 

engine 

optimization 

has emerged 

as more of an 

art and needs 

to be 

nurtured to 

obtain the 

maximum 

benefits. A 

small error 

can lead to 

catastrophic 

situations 

where you 

could 

instantly lose 

the ranking 

that you worked so hard to achieve. 

 

With changes in circumstances and situations, the algorithms for search engines keep 

changing in order to keep up with the times. Hence, it is important to remain updated with 

the latest trends that emerge in SEO and ensure optimization. 

So much so, it is more important to remember the mistakes you need to avoid, rather than 

the practices that you need to follow, as avoiding mistakes will automatically take care of the 

many issues associated with SEO. 

It has been proved beyond doubt that links are the lifeline for any SEO to reap benefits. 

However,  it is very important to remember that avoiding any and every link coming your 

way. 

Selecting random links is an absolute waste of time and works in an adverse manner, rather 

than enhancing your site capabilities. Links that do not bear much or any relevance to your 

site can cause more harm than good and will certainly hinder the site from becoming popular. 

The links that you choose should always lead to sites that have a record of accomplishment 

and be reputable. Questionable sites often lead to spam or scam which you can do without. 

Secondly, the most important thing you need to avoid is to do with keywords. Keywords are 

certainly part of successful SEO, however you need to avoid using keywords that do not bear 

any relevance to the content and your site. At the same time, if you fail to use any keyword 

at all, that should turn out to be a major blunder on your part. Again, using too many 

keywords, defeats the very purpose for which keywords exist.  Ensure that the density of the 

keywords used remains within a 4 to 5% range. It is important to avoid using keywords that 

do not relate to the targeted market. 

The third important mistake that needs to be avoided is regarding the title tag. Either by 

oversight or by sheer negligence you could commit the major mistake of leaving the title tag 

blank. Title tags are the very essence of the web page as they consist of the relevant 

phrases and keywords.  In the absence of title tags, very few people bother to give your site 

a second look. 
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The fourth point to be remembered as far as SEO mistakes are concerned is to do with non-

usage of text related content. Search engines are known for the spiders that crawl the web 

and zero in on the text. Hence, a site that lacks content will be useless. It is not enough to 

have a fantastic design with plenty of images and visuals, including animation, with no text. 

Similarly, the next mistake you need to avoid is to do with spider blots, which are incapable 

of recognizing either graphics or Flash. Creating a Flash only website is a major mistake that 

should be avoided. However, in case you need to use Flash, ensure that it has a HTML 

version. 

The sixth mistake that is commonly committed is the usage of techniques that are frowned 

upon by the SEO community in general.  One common mistake most sites commit is the 

indiscriminate use of keywords, which hinders rather than enhancing your sites progress. 

This mistake could well brand your site as spam. 

The next mistake that you need to focus on is to remember not to fall for clever copy that 

promises impossible things through SEO consultancy services. Several such companies 

advertise online about the services they offer for optimizing your site. Keep away from such 

scammers and focus on genuine professional companies that have a record of 

accomplishment. 

The eighth on the list is the common mistake most site owners commit of expecting 

instant  results. SEO is a gradual process that needs to be built up slowly and steadily. There 

are no short cuts and there is no way for any site to become a success overnight. Once you 

start looking for short cuts, you will automatically resort to unethical practices, which you 

can do without. 

The next important thing to avoid is to remember that SEO is not touch and go, conversely, 

it is a continuous process that keeps getting modified and improved as it evolves. New 

techniques that emerge are constantly added; hence one should not forget to maintain the 

website to current standards. Constant attention is what keeps SEO going strong. 

The last point to keep in mind is to do with the much talked about unethical practice that is 

called Black Hat SEO. Ranking of your site is certainly important as that is what can make or 

break the future of a website, however resorting to unethical practices to gain ranking can 

lead to permanent damage that could lead you to Google Sandbox, hence avoid this at all 

costs. 

  

This is a guest post by Ethan Millers of bw9.com, a site that offers savings and current 

information on comcast cable and internet,click here to know more, as well as 

other Comcast.com services. 

  

  

http://www.bw9.com/
http://www.comcast.com/
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How to Make the Most Out of Google Analytics 
 

Google Analytics is a great method to quantify the efficacy of your website in generating 
inbound traffic and online business. 

Knowing how to use these tools can really make a difference between great sales and 

overwhelming sales. Read on more to know how to use it to greater effect… 

  

# 1: Number of visits 

Google Analytics will tell you the volume of visitors to your site per hour. It also shows which 

sites they are navigating from when they visit your site. 

Other demographics like geographical location of the visitors, the language they speak, the 

frequency with which they visit your site, whether they are using PCs, tablets or 

Smartphones, and many other factors are analyzed by Google Analytics with just one click 

by one visitor. 

  

# 2: Visitors’ engagement 

Now it is time to measure whether the website held the attention of visitors. You can 

measure visitor engagement to track: 

How long each visitor stayed with your site, 

The number of pages that a visitor read on your website, 

How many internal links the visitor clicked, 

How many of the visitors just read the first page and navigated out of it to another site. 

  

# 3: eCommerce activity 

Let’s measure how many of the visitors actually transacted an online purchase of your goods 

and services. 

This is not a region or currency specific option. It is a tool that broadly measures website 

visitor behavior like categories of products that are most commonly purchased from your 

site, type of registered transactions, shipping options that buyers choose, etc. 

This will give you an insight into what sells, where it goes and how they pay so that you can 

market goods accordingly. 

  

# 4: Goals for each page 

Visitor behavior can tell us a lot. Where do the visitors usually come from? Have they clicked 

a backlink to your site from a social networking site, blog or a reciprocal link? 

How long has a page sustained the visitors’ attention is also another factor that can be 

measured. 

How they navigate between different pages of a website will tell Google Analytics what their 

likes and dislikes. 

Once behavior patterns of potential customers are quantified, the information can be used to 
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plan targeted marketing strategies. 

You can also track events like the number of clicks on an image or video on your website. 

This will tell you something about your potential clients and what attracts them. Suppose 

your video has a lot of hits, you can even create a separate marketing video and 

launch it free of cost on YouTube. These same visitors are bound to be YouTube buffs. 

Those who click more often on internal links that have catchy words and phrases are usually 

the ones who take the time to read. 

Now you can plan your marketing and launch it on sites that will produce more inbound 

traffic and online sales. 

  

# 5: Customizing your Google Analytics report 

There are innumerable ways in which you can customize the report. You can set it for 

obtaining specific information on: 

The ratio between number of visitors and number of transactions, 

Number of first time visitors and how long they stayed with your site, 

Did the first time visitors navigate to any of the internal pages, 

Did the first time visitors get interested enough to buy something online, 

How long each page takes to load on different browsers, 

Page-wise volume of sales if different products are on different pages, and more. 

You can customize your Google Analytics tool to suit your company’s products and services 

so that you can understand visitor behavior and plan your marketing strategies accordingly. 

  

 Andrea Walters, a freelance writer for www.globalx.net – The Nation’s Lowest All-Digital Price 
Provider.dish tv packages 

  

  

http://www.globalx.net/
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A guide to building successful AdWords 
campaigns 

You really got to get this PDF 

with Google Adwords own guide 

to building a successful 

AdWords campaign. A Google 

AdWords own guide for Google 

AdWords – just come and grab 

it now. 

I just came across it the other 

day and wanted to share it with 

you guys. 

Just click the picture and you 

will get the PDF. 

Enjoy the reading. You will get 

all the basic of Google Adwords. 

Henrik 
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Does blogging really brings traffic and leads to 
your business? 

Have you ever wondered if 

blogging really brings more 

traffic to your website? 

Maybe it’s just something all 

the SEO guys are talking about. 

Or maybe you have a blog 

already for your company but 

you are not really sure if it 

brings traffic and leads to your 

company. Well think no more. 

Let’s talk some facts. 

Blogging is bringing traffic to 

your website. Blogging brings 

more leads to your website. 

This study is based on data 

from HubSpot’s 4,000 

customers. 

  

Blogging and Traffic 

It showed that businesses who blogs between 16 to 20 times per months will get over 2 

times more traffic than those who blogged less than 4 times per month. 

And those who blogged at least 20 times per month had 5 times more traffic than those who 

blogged less than 4 times per month. 
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So if you already have a blog – how many times a month do you blog? 

Businesses with over 200 total blog articles got 4.6 times more traffic than those with under 

20 blog posts. 

  

 

http://seocustomer.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/bloggingAndtraffic.jpg
http://seocustomer.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/trafficAndBlogs.jpg
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Blogging and Leads 

The same study shows that businesses who blogged just 16 to 20 times per month got 3 

times more leads than those who didn’t blog. 

And also those who blogged at least 20 times per month saw nearly 4 times more leads than 

those who didn’t blog. 

So you really should start to blog on your website now right? 

  

 

  

B2B businesses who blogged just 16 to 20 times per month got 3 times more leads than 

those who didn’t blog. 

And for the B2C businesses who blogged just 16 to 20 times per month got over 4 times 

more leads than those who didn’t blog. 

I am working in a company and we are blogging once a week – but now I really have to 

start blogging on my work. How many times a month do you blog? 

I found some more great facts about blogging and leads for your business. 

B2B marketers who use blogs generate 67% more leads per month than those who do not. 

(Source: FactBrowser) 

B2C companies that blog generate 88% more leads per month than those that do 

not.  (Source: Rick’s Tips). 

  

So don’t forget to … 

Yes yes yes – I know – it’s not only quantity its also quality. So you better make your 

http://seocustomer.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/bloggingandLeads.jpg
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blogging as great as possible right? 

So if you don’t already have a blog for your business you better start one now and blog 

between 16 to 20 times a month. 

And yes – I love SEO – and blogging gives you many chances to take advantage of SEO, 

driving traffic from search engines to your site. 

  

PS – You can get the full PDF report from HubSpot here. 

  

  

  

http://www.hubspot.com/Portals/53/docs/ebooks/lead-generation-lessons-from-4000-businesses-final.pdf
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What Are The Benefits Of Responsive Design From Seo Point Of View 

Opting for the responsive 

website design should be your 

topmost priority if you wish to 

harness maximum SEO 

advantages from your online 

marketing efforts. 

Your target audience will be 

using mobile devices in greater 

number this year along with the 

desktops. Hence, you should 

familiarize yourself with What 

Are The Benefits of Responsive 

Design From SEO Point Of View. 

  

Here are the 6 undeniable 

benefits that you will derive if 

you have a responsive website: 

Reduce bounce rate and escalate profits 

It does not require much effort on the part of the website visitor to click on the back button 

when he fails to avail what he seeks. This instance is called a bounce; and it happens 

frequently when the visitor reaches your site through his mobile device and your site does 

not respond. 

The high bounce rate is very detrimental to the prospects of your online business. The major 

search engines recognize your website as being insufficient to the needs of the internet user. 

Consequently, the ranking of your website on the search result pages suffer terribly. 

Since the use of mobile devices is increasing rapidly, it will be a smart decision if you get 

your website transformed into a responsive one. Not only will your site become mobile 

friendly, it will also gain higher visibility on the search engine lists. 

  

Take the advantage of already present inbound links 

It cannot be overlooked that mobile internet surfing is a recent trend. Even now, the major 

search engines rely on pre-established inbound links for ranking the websites. Hence, by 

adopting a responsive version of your website, you will be able to garner the benefits of the 

already present inbound links. 

You will strengthen the performance of the website’s SERP (search engine results page), 

which in turn, will make it more accessible to your mobile users. 

  

Having one URL for all kinds of users proves better for business 

In case, you have something special and unique to present to your mobile users, you can 

gain from having a special site for them. However, if you have nothing exceptional to offer in 

terms of content, it will be more beneficial to have a single responsive website for the 

desktop as well as mobile users. 

Having a single URL for your website, helps optimize the site for the users accessing it from 

their mobile devices. All the traffic is directed only to one URL and the confusion amongst 
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the users is remarkably reduced. 

The mobile users will click on the single URL external link and reach a mobile site that 

adjusts very well to the device that they are using. It results in better user experience. 

When you have just one URL, the chances are higher of having links of your website on 

other well-known websites. It will help in getting better visibility on the search engine lists. 

On the contrary, it will be a far-fetched idea to believe that you will get a pleasant response 

in terms of backlinks if you have a dedicated mobile site. 

  

Dedicated mobile sites not enough lucrative 

Mobile web searching is still in its nascent stage. Traffic that comes through mobile devices 

is not significant yet. Hence, if you invest your resources in creating dedicated mobile sites, 

it may only result in a waste of resources. The lack of external links to such sites fares 

poorly in the business. 

A website with responsive design caters to all types of internet users and gets maximum 

benefits from the efforts of the business owner. 

  

Pleasant visual experience with responsive web design 

The responsive websites are flexible in terms of customizing according to the browser screen. 

These sites are created with the help of CSS3 (Cascading Style Sheets3) media queries. 

The website pages adjust themselves according to the device, and the users experience 

immensely pleasant visuals. 

The web developers prepare a host of conceivable layouts, which are then optimized for a 

variety of sizes. They use the media queries for determining ranges for possible screen 

resolutions for every layout. 

  

No confusion as there is no duplicate content 

It may seem very logical to have separate websites for mobile and desktop users. Moreover, 

since there is no risk of being caught and blacklisted for duplicate content by the search 

engines, the concept appears attractive. 

However, having the same content at two locations will be frustrating for the users and 

stressful for you too. Additionally, your bounce rate may increase when the users reach the 

wrong version of the site. 

You can skip this danger by having a responsive website that serves the purpose from one 

location for both desktop and mobile users. 

  

Author Bio: Jason Smith is an online manager for BCVAWEB - dallas production companies. 

Jason likes blogging about online strategies that are related to SEO, Content, PPC & Lead 

generation. 

  

http://www.bcvaweb.com/dallas-production-companies.html
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Commenting In Panda & Penguin Age 
Blog commenting wasn’t 

exactly invented yesterday, but 

nevertheless, it is a very 

simple trick that has stood the 

test of time and is still widely 

used today. 

However, the recent algorithm 

updates that the Google team 

has made, especially the Panda 

and Penguin ones, have 

brought some changes as to 

the techniques comment 

authors need to employ in 

order to get their comments to 

actually count for something. 

In order to help you out, here 

are a few tips you can use in 

order to make sure that your 

comments are compatible with 

Google’s algorithmic updates. 

After all, commenting can indeed help you expand your influence, and foregoing it simply 

because of a few rule changes would mean depriving yourself of extra exposure and traffic, 

something very few businesses don’t need more of. 

  

 

1. Build Yourself Up on Social Networks 

Quite soon (or perhaps has it happened already?) Google will provide a lot of importance to 

the kind of activity you are having on social networks, including Facebook, Google+ and 

Twitter. 

Comments that are posted on major social network platforms, especially Google+, actually 

affect your website’s search engine ranking. 

The best course of action you could take under these circumstances is to create fan pages 

on the social networks you are subscribed with, updating them on a regular basis. 

If you are touching on an interesting topic, then more and more people are going to 

comment, driving traffic to your site and increasing your search engine standings. 

In addition, you can also seek out fan pages other people have made and leave your 

comments there. 

  

2. Finding the Right Blogs 

One of the most important aspects of writing a comment is to find the right blog to post it to. 

Basically, you need to make sure that your comment appears on a website or a blog that has 

a good reputation, is popular, relevant, and doesn’t use any black-hat SEO techniques. 

If you leave a comment on a blog that is frowned upon by the search engines, then you 
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won’t reap any benefits from it whatsoever; on the contrary, you will have associated 

yourself with a website that has a bad reputation. 

You can easily make a list of relevant blogs by using the Google Double Click Planner. 

  

3. Know the Blogger 

Before posting a comment on a blog, take the time to find all the information you can about 

its author. 

In most cases, blogs have a page dedicated to the author’s biography, and you can use that 

to find most, if not all the information you need about them. 

Your goal is to post on blogs that are run by open-minded people who have a positive 

outlook on working together with others. 

If you manage to post really interesting comments, there is a chance that the owner will 

notice you and seek to develop a relationship. 

  

4. Who is Going to Read you? 

While the blog owner will probably have a look at your comment, you need to remember 

that apart from him/her, everyone else is simply a blog visitor just like yourself; you need to 

know who will be reading your comments, or at least, the type of people that tend to 

comment on the blog. 

Take the time to read a few other blog posts and comments,tailoring your content in 

accordance to what you see. 

You could perhaps even try to contact a few of the commentators and get a sense for the 

type of people they are. 

  

5. Reveal Yourself 

In most cases, blogs allow you to identify yourself, and perhaps even post a picture or a link 

back to your site. 

It is highly recommended that you actually disclose your identity, not only for the sake of 

the search engines, but also for the sake of the people reading your comment. 

If you give out your real identity, people will feel like you have nothing to hide, therefore 

buying you trust and some potential new visitors as well. 

  

6. Be Interesting 

Finally, it has to be said that your comments actually need to be useful, informative and 

interesting. 

Don’t simply post a comment that says “great job!”, but go beyond that, providing your 

opinion in regards to some of the points touched in the article, relating some kind of story, 

or perhaps even complementing what the author wrote. 

You need tomake the content interesting and engaging so as to show that you’ve read the 

content and that you aren’t just another comment spammer looking to squeeze in an easy 

backlink. 
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Author Bio - Jason Smith is an online manager for Superior Notary Services. He is an expert 

on SEO & PPC tactics and in his free times likes to read and understand about mobile notary 

services. 

  

http://www.superiornotaryservices.com/
http://www.superiornotaryservices.com/
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The SEO Puzzle 
I love Infographics – and I think this one gives 

me a great insight into SEO and how to work 

with it. So I hope you will enjoy it too. 

See it larger at www.SeoCustomer.com.  

All the best to you, Henrik 

  

  

  

  

  

http://www.seocustomer.com/
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Should Authors Care About Google Authorship In 
2013 ? 

While it is true that the 

Copyright Act allows authors to 

protect their own content to a 

certain extent, the Internet is 

still very much in a Wild West 

stage, one during which there is 

never enough protection. 

Google is contributing to 

developing the internet and 

helping authors who actually 

provide useful, original and 

quality content, while frowning 

down on those that use black-

hat SEO techniques and 

manipulations that rely on 

technicalities. 

Throughout the past few years 

the Google team has updated 

its search engine algorithm a number of times, and this year they are planning on 

implementing what they refer to as AuthorRank, a way in which they can measure the 

information quality, authority, and relevance of the content present on any given blog and 

website. 

It combines traditional methods of measuring one’s page rank along with social media 

statistics which more often than not allow you to find out about a website’s reputation. 

From the looks of it, as of now, Google is striving to turn the internet into a place where 

those who use black-hat SEO techniques fall into irrelevance while those that actually apply 

themselves and put in the necessary effort get the recognition they deserve. 

  

Why Google Authorship is Important for Authors 

So why precisely is this turn of events an important one for authors? Well, at the moment, 

Google is leading the internet search market, holding over 80% of it. 

This means that if you are indeed serious about establishing an online business, then you 

will need to be in Google’s good graces, meaning you will have to implement the features 

advocated by the Google team. 

If you don’t cater to the demands of Google, then in the end they are going to de-index your 

website, and you’ll have to rely on other search engines such as Yahoo! and Bing to bring in 

traffic, inevitably leaving you to fall behind your competition. 

If you don’t employ any shady link schemes, ensure your traffic is organic, remain active, 

produce high-quality content and establish a presence in social media circles, then slowly 

but surely, Google will be increasing your search engine rankings, eventually placing you 

amongst the first ten results. 

The only authors who are going to be disadvantaged by AuthorRank are the ones who 

duplicate articles, spin them and spam them; those that do not pay attention to the content 
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itself. 

  

How are the Calculations Made? 

How is it possible for an algorithm to determine the relevance and quality of your content 

without making mistakes? 

Well, the Google team has been working day and night for years now to come up with 

various complicated ways of measuring different statistics, such as website’s authority, the 

quality of the content, as well as its relevance to the rest of the website. 

It should be said that the regular page rank will still remain in play, and you will have to 

perform some basic search engine optimization tasks you are probably already used to 

anyways. 

The factors that will be taken into account include your page rank, your post frequency, the 

average amount of comments per post, the number of shares on Google+, the number of 

Google+ circles you are included in, the number of users that follow you through social 

media platforms, and the number of comments and connections you have made with other 

blog authors. 

  

  

What you Can Do to Gain a Good AuthorRank 

So what are you supposed to do in order to cater to this new algorithm? 

Well, the answer is simple, although it might make some people unhappy: you will need 

to exclusively practice white-hat, healthy search engine optimization techniques and become 

as active as possible on major social media networks, especially Facebook, Twitter, and 

Google+. 

To help you out, here are a few practical things you can start by implementing right now in 

your business method. 

First, you could increase the amount of interaction you have with other website and blog 

owners, promoting each other’s content, commenting on each other’s posts, and so on and 

so forth. 

Second, it is important that you make the most of what social networks have to 

offer, connecting with other authors and your clients through likes, comments and shares. 

Third of all, remember to keep on sharing your content and posts using the social media 

platforms. 

Finally, the point has to be stressed: make sure that your posts and comments are of high 

quality informative, relevant to the subject, and posted on a website that matters. 

  

Author Bio - Jason Smith is an online manager for Right Lawyers – who are well versed 

with joint petition checklist. Jason likes blogging about online strategies that are related to 

SEO, Content, PPC & Lead generation. 

  

http://www.rightlawyers.com/Divorce-Child-Custody-Blog/joint-petition-checklist.html
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Authorship with Google – 3 Easy Steps 
[Infographic] 

Just click on the infographic to see it 

larger. 

I hope you will love this Infographic 

about authorship with Google. 

Remember to check out this 

“Should Authors Care About Google 

Authorship In 2013 ?” 

See the Infographic larger at 

www.SeoCustomer.com.  

All the best to you, Henrik 

  

  

  

http://seocustomer.com/should-authors-care-about-google-authorship-in-2013/
http://seocustomer.com/should-authors-care-about-google-authorship-in-2013/
http://www.seocustomer.com/
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Google Analytics Gets New Access Controls 
Is your website Search Engine 

Optimized? Does it have a good 

volume of inbound traffic? Does 

it have a good conversion rate? 

Most website owners rely on 

Google Analytics for an 

unbiased report on the 

efficiency of the website. 

Recently Google Analytics 

announced new access control 

tools that will give users greater 

report-customization controls. 

Read on to know more… 

  

Overall changes 

Earlier you could opt for a 

simple report select advanced 

reporting with administrator 

control. 

Some of the dynamics were 

restricted in the viewer option. 

With the enhanced access 

controls, the difference will be 

noticed in: 

Permission levels – The access is set at the ownership level rather than the profile level, 

Managing the account – Any user can view, manage and edit the access levels in a group. 

  

Enhanced interface 

The previous version of Google Analytics had simple navigation buttons like Home and 

Standard Reporting. The third option was Custom Reporting for a more detailed and 

comprehensive analysis. Now there are two tabs: 

Reporting – The tabs that were earlier under Home are now under Reporting; that is Real 

Time, Dashboards, Intelligence Events and Shortcuts. Real Time will generate a standard 

report. The other three now come under “My Stuff” and provide more customized reporting. 

Google AdWords that was a separate entity earlier is now under Traffic Source option. 

Customization – With the new access features you can customize the depth of your report as 

well as the layout. Users now have the freedom to set and generate reports that have richer 

text. You can incorporate GEO maps, tables, widgets and bars on your report. In fact, you 

can automate the settings so that every report has all the preset elements. The GEO maps 

widget will give country-specific information. The bars widget provides analysis in the form 

of graphs. 

The enhancements bring a new dynamism to Google Analytics reporting and add aesthetic 

value to the reports as well. The dashboard can now be emailed, exported, shared and 

segmented. 
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In a scenario where many people are involved in implementing changes based on the report, 

the ease of sharing the report is a great boon. This facility was absent in the full 

administrative control option earlier. 

  

How do the changes affect user permissions? 

Permissions on who can read and access the user accounts are made easier by the new 

system. This is how users inherit accessibility of their Google Analytics accounts: 

There is a distinct hierarchy for permissions. The property account gives access to parent 

accountvis-à-vis access control. Individual users branch out from the parent account. 

Individual access can be controlled by the administrator of the parent account at the 

property level and profile level; that means the control moves upwards and downwards. 

Each user again has the power to view and edit the reporting statuses. 

  

A property in this context refers to a website, a blog or a mobile app (if accessed on a 

mobile device) that has access to your Google Analytics account. 

Here’s an example: One user in the property account may have permission to only view and 

edit access. Another member of the same group may have full administrative control of the 

parent account. A third may have access to liberalize or restrict permissions to other users in 

the group, besides view and edit. 

  

Migration 

The changes in Google Analytics access controls will be implemented in a phased manner 

over some weeks so that millions of current users will not face difficulties. Those who have 

full administrative control will have property level access. The view-only option will also 

remain the same for those users. But property administrators will now have greater control 

in customizing access to the other profiles in their group. 

  

Heather Protz, a freelance writer for USAheadlines.com – offers full home security to help 

protect your family, assets from burglary and other crimes. adt security reviews 

Image source – http://www.freedigitalphotos.net/ 

  

  

http://www.usaheadlines.com/
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How to Reduce your Bounce Rate and get more 
traffic 

 

What Is Bounce Rate? 
Bounce rate is the percentage of visitors that hit a page and don’t visit any other pages 

within the same visit. 

So bounce rate is a way for you to measure the quality of your site. Do your visitors like 

your page or do they run away from you. Your goal will be to make people stick around a 

little more and have them look at more then one page at your site. 

Bounce rate stats will differ depending on the type of sites and pages you’re measuring. In 

Google Analytics, there is a page that allows you to compare your site’s bounce rate and 

metrics to other sites based on size and category. 

  

Why Is Bounce Rate Important? 
Think of it as your potential girlfriend or boyfriend – we would love to have her/him stick 

around a little more – right? 

That’s why I will show you how to engaged your visitors so they stay with you  

Google now says that the Page Rank in the search algorithm is almost useless. Instead, 

developers want to focus on results, CTR, and bounces, which provide the user with fuel 

gauges showing how effective the site is. 

Google wants to stress that sites with high Page Rank does not necessarily get higher 

ranking than sites with a lower Page Rank. Small sites can improve their performance by 

making the content more relevant and useful. 

http://seocustomer.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/BounceRateInfographic.jpg
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So the conclusion is that you have to think of your sites bounces. 

  

What is a high or a low bounce Rate? 
Well there is no simple answer for that. I depends on which kind of website you 

have. Websiteslike online forums will have a much lower bounce rate compared to blogs. And 

why? Because when you go to online forums you will click around but when you go to a blog 

– it could because you have got a link with an interesting headline. Blogs have many 

subscribers, and those are users who might visit the blog only to read the latest post. 

Read also my post about why a high bounce rate might not be a bad thing. 

  

What is a high or low bounce rate? 

I know – you wanna hear some numbers about the bounce rates so there they are. 

If you have a blog the bounce rate could be above 70%. If you have many ads on your blog 

the bounce rate could be higher up to 80 or 85%. If you don’t have many ads on your blog 

and low traffic you bounce rate could be between 40% and 70%. 

If you are very active on social networks – you will probably get a lot of traffic but also a 

much higher bounce rate. If you have a website with engaging content and a very user 

friendly design you bounce rate can be below 40%. 

  

How to get a lower bounce rate 
Okay let’s get practical. We want your visitors (or girlfriend/boyfriend) to stick around. But 

what can you do. 

Theses advices will help you to make your readers click on more than one page on your site. 

  

1) Layout and design 
Theme Selection is maybe the most important to reduce bounce rate on a blog website. Most 

of the readers who bounced off, do not stay more than a few seconds on a blog, which 

means they didn’t even read your content. 

A cluttered, disorganized theme can put your readers off, where a clean, professional looking 

theme can force them to at-least read your content. I would change my theme to a 

professional one rather than a free theme. 

If your blog look creepy your bounce rate will get high. So choose your theme wisely. 

  

2) Stay to your niche – Content 
Content is king. So make sure you also publish quality content. Don’t copy content from 

other websites or blogs. 

If your blog is about how to sell used cars make sure that you drive only those people to 

your blog who are really trying to sell their used car. Stay in your niche. So your ads or links 

have to be relevant for your target audience. 

Don’t write an article about Formel 1 cars if your target audience what some good advice 

about selling their own car. Make your content relevant. 

  

3) Font Size and Selection 
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Font selection depends on the size of the font and the readability. 

In general you need to be sure your text is not too small. If you make it might not look good 

either. But remember to make it readable. 

Serif fonts will help the reader to read smaller font sizes. 

  

4) Related Articles 
I have just learned that the position of the related articles is very important too. First of all 

you have to show related articles of couse. 

It will give you much more clicks and therefor lower bounce rates. 

  

5) Loading time 
Your loading time is an important factor in SEO. But also for your bounce rate. Do you have 

heavy pictures or videos on your site. Your audience might not have the patient to stick 

around but will leave you right away. 

  

6) Image Sizes 
Image size can also be a factor in bounce rate. Nice and good size images attract readers. 

Do a test. I hope you love to test. Remember to experiment and check out what your 

readers like. It can be very different depending on what kind of website you have. How 

important are your images, should there be more, fewer, larger, smaller… 

Photos are a way to engage your visitors so they stay a little longer. When they stay longer 

its more likely that they will click on other pages on your site. 

  

7) External links 
Be careful to show links to external pages where people can read more information. This can 

create an exit point to your user. Maybe you can put the external links at the bottom of your 

page. Maybe you can put your external link on another page. So when people read your 

article tell them to click here to get more information about the subject. 

Remember by the way always to open external links in a new window – and why? Because 

that will give your reader a chance to get back to your site. 

  

8) SEO headlines – keywords 
It’s tempting to use an important keyword in your headline, because it will help your SEO. 

But if the article is not about that subject your reader will leave you right away. 

  

9) Search bar 
Remember always to have a search bar. And make the seach bar visible for your readers 

always. In that way then can find other contents on your blog or website. 

  

10) About me 
Many people would love to see who is behind the blog. With an About Me page you will get 

people clicking and therefor lower your bounce rate. 
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11) Tags 
Use more tags so your readers know what they are going to read about. This way you will 

not disappoint your reader. 

  

12) Make it easy for people to make a comment 
Depending on your system – when people make a comment often it will refresh your pages 

and that means that your visitor has seen more then one page  

  

13) Internal linking 
In your article do some internal linking. You probably have another article about something 

that is close to the content of the article you are making. So in the content do a linking. 

  

14) Sidebar 
Put usefull data in the sidebar rather then just ads. 

  

Please make a comment – how high or low is your bounce rate. 

Wishing you a great day. Enjoy 

Henrik 
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More tips to reduce your bounce rate 
(infographic) 

 

Take a look at this infographic fromKISSmetrics. If you want to 

see it larger just click on the image.  

Remember to check out theses tips about reducing your bounce 

rate too. 

See it larger at www.SeoCustomer.com.  

Enjoy your day, Henrik 
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